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Vol.V.

E. N. CARVER,
EDITOR & PROP'R.

VILLAGE &VICINITY.
-:-Thursday
-Albert
Hebron.

is 8t. Patrick's
Ventres

-.No pulpit
Sabbath.

is at

services

-Mrs.
proving.

W. H. S.

-See
Reynolds.

advertisement

in Canton
Ventres
of

-March
this year sustair,s
utation as a windy month.
-Mr.
at home

day.

home from
last

is imNathan
its rep-

and Mn:. Fred Parsons
from South Paris.

are

-J.
E. Starbird
has moved from
the Roys house, into Harlow
block.
-Levi
Gammon
is driving a team
on the road and selling kitchen
furnishing goods.
-The
Selectmen of Peru advertise
for a man and woman to take charge
of the town farm.
-Meeting
of the Canton
Temperance League next Sunday evening at
the Free Baptist church.
-About
75 c.ords of hemlock bark
have been landed in the tannery yard,
and still it is coming in fast.
-Twenty-six
tons of tin for the
new c·orn factory at Dixfield, arrived
on the noon train Wednesday.
-A.
C. Holman
of Dixfield, has
gone to Huntington,
W. Virginia,
where he has a position as bookkeeper.
-Mr.
Robert Bates o( Hartford.
died Tuesday.
He was quite an aged
man and h.is been failing for some
time.
-Eben
Ha1:low recently
killed a
Plymouth
Rock
rooster,
8 months
old, that weighed after dressed, over
Io pounds.
-James
E. Burbank,
of this town,
ha1, a sheep that gaYe birth to three
lambs Mar. 15th, and all are alive
and doing well.
-Mr.
Austin Reynolds
is moving
back to his farm, near Stubbs'
mill.
He has of late been living at Mrs.
Elvira Mendall's.
-Mr.
Sewell Staples was in town
Sunday,
and returned
to Liver more
Falls Monday.
He is employed
in a
carriage shop at that place.
-Sunday
and Monday
were two
fine Spring days, and the snow melted fast, but Tuesday was a cold,blustering day, with gray skies.
-Fred
Glines
has finished
his
three months term at Pot tland Business College and returned
home. He
will attend again next winter.
-Signs
of spring are in the air. A
flock of eighteen
crows were flying
northward
Tuesday.
It is supposed
they were on an expedition
to the
North pole.
-A
second hearing of the Denison
creditors
was helt! in Auburn vVednesday.
It is expected arrangements
will be made to start the mills at
once.
-Cornelius
Thomas has bought a
farm in Pownal and is moving
there
with liis family.
He has for several
years past lived on the home
farm
with his father in Hartford.
-Elias
H. Johnson,
of Canton
Point, heads the list of seasonable agricultural
items by informing
us that
his Durham cow dropped a c;lf Monday that weighed 121 pouuds.
Who
can tell a bigger?
-Last
Friday we hacl another blizzard.
The snow drifted heavily and
blocked the roads badly in some exposed places.
The afternoon
train
got up to Hartford
station where it
was obliged to remain
until the next
forenoon.
Two
engines
and two
plows started to go down from Canton to meet them Friday
night, but
were compelled
to return
for the
night and it took all next forenoon to
get through to Hartford.
Our mails
have been delayed but once before,
this winter, on account of snow on
the R. F. & B.
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OUR NEIGHBORS.

-Messrs.
Geo. Van Dyke, J. H.
Locke and vV. F. Jones,
lumbermen
of Lancastf'r,
N. H., registered
at
Bethel.
Hotel Swasey Tuesday.
They were
in town to arrange
for future operaThe Salvation meetings are closed for
tions in the Canton steam mill,which
the present, but hope they will be resumed
has passed into the control of Mr. before long. They have been of great benVan Dyke.
Five and a half million
efit to the wmmunity, reaching many profeet of lumber wtll be sawed at this fane and wicked persons, who were inac113ill the coming !'<eason.
cessible to the ordinary means of grace.
New French ~runes at H. H. Burbank's.
The Carter brothers are not quite done
logging yet, but have suspended operations
-vVe
have
received
from John
for the present and are now filling their
Carttr & Co., Boston,
all the latest ice house from the rh·er. The ice is of
samples
of cards, folders,
wedding
rather poor quality, being about 18 inches
cards, pencils, co rd s, &c., &c.
We thick, but only about one-third of it is
th
have Sam.pies adapted
to all
e se • blue and solid ice. This is in consequence
cret societies, such as the Masons,
Odd Fellows, Knights of Labor, &c., of so much snow falling soon after the rivand to the several State and Nationer froze over.
al holiday<;.
If you are in want ot
John Williamson was 100 years old Mar.
materials
and printing
in this line, 10th. He lives about a mile from here,
give us a call and examine
samples
and a number of neighbors and townsand price list.
men, including your humble correspondent, paid him a visit, being, as Rev. Daba~t.~~$- Rice for 5° cts. at H. I-I. Bu,,- vid Garland expressed it, curious to see
kow a man looks on his 100th birthd'a'y.
-Mr.
S. 11. Attwood,
of the firm Having my note-boak and pencil at hand,
of S. 11. Atwood & Co., West Mi- I took down the following items for the
not, &nd Mr.
Preston
S. Lowe of benefit of the TF:LEPHONE readers: John
Buckfield,
have purchased
a lot in \Villia:nson emigrated from freland in
Canton, located between
the Baptist
13 13, landing in. Portland, and soon after
st ation; on found his way to Middle Intervale in Bethchurch au d th e railroad
which th ey will erect th is spring
a· el, where he has resided ever since. His
large st eam griS t a nd roller proces 5 family consisted of a wife and two daughflour
mill.
The
building
will
be ters, now aged respectively 75 and 73 year$.
3oxSo feet, two ~tori es high, a nd fur- The oldest daughter lives in Brooklyn, N.
th
th
nished wi
all
e modern
machinY. The youngest is the widow Carter
ery • The firm name will be Attwood
who has the whole care of her aired father.
& Lowe.
~
His wife has been dead quite a number of
10
B:i:::,:_Pails
cts. apiece at H. H. years. He has 13 grand-children, the oldest 48 years of age; 24 great grandchild-The
village di S t rict school meet- ren, and I great great grandchi Id. Five
ing- Tuesday evening
elected H. A. years ago he buried i bro,ther at this place,
Ellis, moderator;
H. H.
Burbank,
aged 93yeai-s. Although emigrating·from
clerk; and H. A. Ellis, agent. Voted
Ireland, they are of Scotch descent, good
to have two terms of school, the first Ch • t·
le 1 db 1
t th M ti
to begin the first Monday in May and odi:~\::rt:~p
~/ \,_,il~i::! 0 : lo:~s en:
continue ten weeks, the secor:d to be- older than many men
or o. His hands
75 8
gin the first Monday
in November.
are perfectly steady, so that he keeps his
Voted
to purchase
seven cords of own razor in order and shaves himself.
wood for fuel.
The job was sold to When I was a little boy I remember hearthe lowest bidder, E. N. Carver,
at .
f: h
d h ~
.
.
.
$4. 20 per cord.
The citizens
dis- mg my at er rea t e O11owrng Imes 111
cussed at somt\ length
the necessity
a~ almanac, that had been writt~n on the
of providing another school room and dial plate of a clock, after running for a
grading the schoob.
It was decicle<l century; and I could not help .recalling
to petition the agent to call a special
them as I looked upon that old man:
meeting to see what action the disI am old and worn as my face appears,
• WI ·11ta k e 111\
• re 1at1on
• to t l11S
• mattnct
Having walked with Time for a hundred years;
ter.
J
Many have fallen since I begun,Oysters every Friday night at H. H.
Many will fall, ere my course is run;
Burbank's.
!nh:;
:/~\:::,~~:de~:::s.fears,
L. D.
-Among
the losses to be chronicled in our quiet village is tl-.e death
Canton Point.
of a cow owned by Messrs. HutchinWe hear from J. M. Holland from Kanson & Russell.
vVhile we sympathize
with our neighbors
in the loss of so sas City, he having located there and
valuable
an !lnimal
as she was, we opened an office ;n company with Mr. Barcommend
the enterprise
and business
den, under the firm name of Holland &
sagacity of the junior member of the Barden, real estate and land agents.
We
firm, for since the bounty of ten cents understand he likes well and his health is
bas been establishecl
on· crows,
this good, all of which his hosts of friends in
young man with business faculty and Oxford will be pleased to hear. His famforesight far beyond his years
has at ily will soon follow him to his new home.
a great expense
purchased
another
Look out for an auction next week to sell
cow for a double
purpose ; first, to stock, etc., due notice of which will be
furnish milk; second, as a decoy for given.
crows; and he hvpes before the I s1:of
Sewall M. Harmon is in our place on a
June to replace his losses, beside se- visit.
curing a large income ,mtsi<le of his
Mrs. Edward Stanley of Boston, is visitregular busines-s.
We are thankful
ing her sister, Mrs. J .. M. Holland.
H.
that we have ~uch a stirring business
Canton Mt.
man in our midst, and ali<:acly feel
Breaking roads is the order of the day.
that a new enterprise
is growing up
among us; and with our tannery and Five feet of snow on a level and traveling
other enterprises
we are indeed a pro- very much impeded.
gressive people.
John Swett is confined to the house with
a bronchial trouble.
Seven of his neighBorn.
bors appeared at his wood pile last TuesBuckfield-Mar.
3, to the wife of Carroll day and fitted a good pi!P. for the stove for
Mason, a daughter.
which they were heartily thanked.
Dixfield-Mar.
9, to the wife of Mr. C.
Gibb Simmons and Wili Pai11e have shot
E. Coolidge, a son, (10 lbs.) Feb. 26, to
3 at a
the wife of Mr. Wm. Brown, a daughter. 66 rabbits this winter-;ometimes
shot, and not a very good winter for ralt1':larried.
Auburn-,--Mar. 10, at the residence of bits either.
Park G.·Dingley, by Rev. W. C. Ba!·rows,
Franklin Co. Pomona Grange met with
nd
~~r~~i~; ;~u~~
' No. Jay Grange, Mar. 10th. The fifth degree was cqnferred on seven members.
Hebron-Feb,
23; Mr. Sherman Bearce
After partaking of a sumptuous dinner
and Miss Lucia B. Eastman.
Buckfield-Mar.
12, by Rev. J. M .. Fol- prepared by the ladies of No. Jay Grange,
lett, Mr. Joseph C. Emerton of Auburn, we had the pleasure of listening to an adand Miss Flora E. Roberts, of Buckfield. dress by ex-Governor Robie, \,V. M. of the
Died.
State Grange, which was highly appreci1-Iebron-~Iar 6. Mr. William Pratt,aged
ated. Also a paper from Sister Robie,
ta{~~:\:d!;a~iet;iltir.
Leona rd Fuller. Ceres of the State Grange, which brought
After listening
Dixfield-Mar.
4, Mrs. Francis, wife of forth frequent applause.
to remarks from Feveral members the PoP. W. Torrey.
Buckfield-Mar.
10, Mrs. Esther Mal- mona Grange, adjourned to meet with Jay
colm, aged 92 years, 2 mos .. i days.
Bridge Grange in June.
N. H. C.

~';,'~:~::;:::!

~ts'~~l!!~!i, 11

-i\~~~~~~

Subscription, $1.50 Per Year.
$1.25if Pa.id.in Ad.va.nce.

Carthage.
F. P. Macomber and his ere\, have come
out of the woods, as the snow is so deep
they cannot log to any advantage.
Mr. I. G. Drake has a heifer that has
become totally blind this winter.
Albert Moulton has bought Maj. E. S.
Keys' store at No. Ja_y.
Neighbors and relatives made N. S.
Greene a pound party. Mr. G. got quite
a little pounding.
A little son of M. L., Murch was quite
badly hurt hy the kick of a horse that his
father was leading to water, cutting his
lips and knocking out one tooth.
E.
The neighbors and relatives of Mr. Nathaniel Green of So. Carthage, made him
a donation on Tuesday, March 8th, which
amountt:d to over $21. Mr. G. has been
confined to the hou;,e all winter by ill
health and he feels very grateful for this
expression of kindness.
Special thanks
are due OFve Macomber for her thoughtfulness in starting the donation.
. G.

DIXFIELD.
The required subscription of 250 acres
of sweet corn to be planted next season
has been secured. The canning factory
will go up next season without fail. The
spool mill and canning factory taken together will cause business to boom in Dixfield in the near future. Farmers may
well have cause to feel jubilant over the
future prospects that these new industries
will offer up to them. They may look forward to see but one thing more, and that
is to see and hear the old Iron horse come
puffing and snorting up the Androscoggin.
We are told that we may see him coming
within two years.
We hope we may.
There are 47 pupils at present attending
the spring term of Dixfield Academ_y,with
A. D. Park, esq., for their instructor.
A. W. S.

No.11.

order oJ the day, and the road~ nre in bad
condition notwithstanding
so much labor
on them.
1
Dea. Bonney is still feeble.
Mrs. Hodgd6n is improving.
Dr. Wm. P. Bridgham is hetter, and
\vas here to meetir.g Sunday.
A good congregation was out to chm·ch
Sunday, although the tra\·elling was bad.
The people here are about to put blinds
on the inside of the new church.
They al·
so contemplate making an diort to obtain
a bell in the earl.v summer.
K.

No- Jay.
• There was 1l cap sociable and oyster supper at Grange Hall, Monday the seventh.
All enjoyed a good time there being about
fifty couple, and good music. The proceeds to go for the benefit of the Universalist society.
The Keyes Bres. have sold their store
to Mr. Moulton of Carthage:; had an auction lasting four days.
Our pastor, Rev. I-I. C. Munson, will
deliver a discourse for the benefit of the
young people, Sunday the 20th, at 10.30
A. M. Come one, come all!
A.

West

Sumner.

The Baptist circle met with Mrs. G. M.
Small the 5th inst. As the W. Paris circle was also invited, the attendance was
large, but the Capt.'s spacious house gave
ample room and it \~as voted one of th e
beSt of th winter.
Rev. Mr. Jenkins preached at th e BaptiSt church, on trial, Su nd ay, th e 6th .
Mrs. Susie Berry, widow of Eugene Berry, preached to an appreciative a,udience
the 13th, from Luke XIX, 10· "For th e
Son of man is come to seek and to save
that which was lost. "· Mrs. B. spoke
again in the evening at the church.
The lectur·e advertised for Saturday evening to have been for the benefit of the G.
A. R. post was not given, as it was not
Our town meeting passed off quietly. possible to get here from Betl¼el in season,
The deep snow did not keep people from we have been told.
the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Heath are visiting
Snow every other day. When will they friends in Mass.
close up?
Dr. Roscoe Smith of Turner, met Dr.
Great complaint from bad cold~.
Bisbee in consultation the lJth.
Mrs. Marble is still living, though very
•feeble.
The little boy of Wm. G. Abbott is con0~ Saturday inorning, 5th inst., mer- valescing.
.
cury was 31 degrees below zero in our viiSinging school still continues, having
!age.
L. L.
been lengthened six or eight evenings,and
East Sumner.
a concert proposed to close.
Mrs. Flora Churchill and her father,Mr.
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, late of Machias, occu- Merrill, left town lhe !Ith, going among
pied the Cong'! pulpit with Rev. Mr. Bea- friends.
vins last Sabbath A. M. and preached at
Wm. H. Colby is quite sick.
the Baptist church in the P. M. Also
Weld.
preached in the evening.
Sewall Houghton is confined to his bed,
S. C. Heald expects soon to go to An- having been prostrated by a paralytic
dover to attend to his branch dowel works shock.
there. Most of his old workmen will reMrs. A. G. Newman is suffering from
main here to carry on the business as usu- lung troubles.
al.
Birch is coming in slowly.
Our thanks arc due Senator Gilbert for
Nathan Foster and Abel Holt are atseveral copies of legislative reports.
tending school at Wilton.
Mr. Attwood, of \Vest Minot·, called upMails failed to arrive from Feb. 23 to 27,
on us on his way to Canton, Thursday.
on account of the storm.
He proposes to erect a steam grist and
There was an article in the warrant to
flour mill there.
see if the town vote to abolish the Nquor
Amos Hodgdon, of Hanover, N. H., is agency.
visiting his mother here who is quite feeSome of the families were reported Br
ble.
the Bible Agent as being without a bible.
Eastman, the seedsman, has a conven- Some had a portion of the scriptures,
a
ient arrangement for his garden seeds and testament or testament and psalms, and
is filling orders for the same.
some were young married people.
We
Hodgdon has the agency for the Cum- have a Sabbath school. The average atberland superphosphate fertilizers.
tendance for .the year is, I think, upwards
At our town meeting we met Mr. Abel of 30. This is small, but better'than none.
Fletcher, who has attended most of our
A.
town meetings since 1828. He cast his
fir•t vote for President that year and has
A CARD.-We take this opportunity to
been at the polls and voted at every Pres- express to the citizens of Canton our
idential election since.
"Uncle Cush" grateful thanks for the generous dispasition manifested in exempting our tannery
Ford said that he cast his first vote in property from taxation; and also for other
town in 1822. Hiram B. Chandler. who acts of kindness which have been so freely
has served the town as its faithful Treas- and readily granted.
'
Respectfully Yours,
urer tor nearly a quarter of a century, was
c. L. & L. w. SMITH.
present, and, as usual, was rt"-elected.
\,Vith the exception of about two year;, he
has served as the postmaster at West Sumner since about 1844. He has been an
honest, faithful servant.
lie has been in
trade there in the same place for some
thirty years, and is much respected for his
fair, honorable dealings with his customers.
SLOCUM.

East Hebron.
The annual town meeting here was to
have been last week, Monday. but the
storm the day before prevented and the
meeting was adjourned for this week.
Road breaking seem$ to be the principle

e

It is estimated that Mr. Beecher during
his life time earned fully $i ,ooo,ooo by
preaching, lecturing and writing.
Of this
he leaves an estate said to amount to $150,000 0 1• $ 2 00_,ooo_. _____
_
Granulated,
15 lbs. Standard
19 lbs.
Good Brown, or 17 lbs. White Coffee Sugar for $1.00 at H. H. Burbank's

Wood

Wanted.

Ten cords of good merchantable
hard
wood wanted imtn~diately at the 'l'F.LEPHONE office. Seasoned or green.
Market price allowed in exchange for subscriptions.
Don't delay till tov late.

tower or Antwerp

and look off upon Bel-

gium, so Satan brought Chrtst t) the top of
SERMON
'THE TELEPHONE DR.TALMAGE'S
the 1'emnle. Some people at a great height

PUBLISm:D

.U

~DAYS,

TilE

BROOKLYN
DIVINE'S
DAY SERMON.

SUN•

CANTON. OXFORD CO., ME.
of

Subje~

8. 1'. CARTER.,Bdllor and Proprietor.
The development
of bituminous coal
lands in Virginia
within the past few
years has been very rapid.
'Gp to within
a few years the coal production
of Virginia' was comparatively
limited,' but
estimates are froin 3,000,000to 5,00v,000
tons for this year.

Butte Anaconda
in Montana
is the
latest and most extensive mining camp
in the West.
[ts 22,030 citizeus support
four daily newspapers,
five brass and
1tring bands, three vnrieLy theatres, one
opera house and anv number of gambling
and drinking establijhl)lcnts.
'fhe city
is out of debt, and has $14,000 in the
treasury.
The mines in the district for
th.e year 1886 will produce close on $24,000.000.

=======

The son of a prominent man in public
life has just returned
to Washington
from a year's experience
in the cattle
business in Utah.
"I raised a company
here, mainly among my friends, and we
invested $50,000.
It took $30,000 of
that to buy our range, $5,000 to get me
out there, and buy our outfit, and the
rest we put into cattle and expenses,
principally
expense3.
My cattle men got
hllto a row with a neighbor and his men
ran ou-r cattle down into the canyons.
Then ourJoreman
took it into his head
to sue us for his pay, an.d although I had
made an excellent
report to the company, somehow things went wrong.
My
report stated that we had enjoyed an inc.rease in our herd of 120 per cent., and
that was the case. I don't know that any
of our men stole nny calve3 from our
neighbors.
I don't
know that
our
cows had more than one cal' apiece, but
somehow we found on our round-up that
we had 130 per cent. increase.
This is
whet broke us up.
Cattlemen are need
to 80 and 00, and in rare cases 100 per
cent. increase, but they could not stand
120.
The cattle association in that district held a meeting and passed resolutions that ft was impossible for any herd
to increase at such a rapid rate, and,
calling upon the delegate- in Congress
from Utah to investigate the case, wound
up by giving me three days' time to get
out of the Terri'.ory.
I am now going
down to pass a civil service examination."
family of the late Thomas A.
President
of the Pennsylvania

letter in the N~w York
eccentricities
on the part

World,

re-

8

the village on the side of the hill there was a
very bedlam of uproar when Jesus was
born. In a village capable of accommodating only a few hundred people, many thousand pMple were crowded: and amid hosUers and muleteers and camel driYers yelling
1
*~a~nen°1e.buN~e;;it::cy1'.1estb~t~;
adapted place hath the eaglet in the eyriehath the whelp in the lion's lair. The exile of
heaven lieth down upon the straw. The
first night out from the palace of heaven
spent in an outhouse. One hour after laying
aside the robes of heaven, dressed in a
wrapper of coarse linen. One would have
supposed that Christ would have made a
more gradual descent, coming from heaven
first to a balf-way world of great magnitude,
then to Cresar's palace, then to a merchant's
castle in Galilee, then to a private home in
Bethany, then to a fisherman's hut, and last
of all to the stable. No! it was one leap,
•rom the top to the bottom.
Let us open the door of the caravansary ii,
Bethlehem. and drive away the camels.
Press on through the group of idlers and
loungers. Whet; 0 Mary, no light! " No
light," she says, savA that which comes
through the door." What, Mary, no food!
"None." she says, "only that which is
brought in the sack on the journey."
Let
the Bethlehem woman who has come in here
with kindly attentions put back the covering
from the babe that we may lovk uJlon it.
Look! Look! Uncover your be9.d. Let us
kneel. Let all voices be hushed. Son of Mary!
Son of God!
Child of a day-monarch of eternity!
In
that
eye the
glance of a God. Omniootence sheathed
in that
babe's arm. That voice to be

~::;~t

~:-°ntta~e a,t~ut 6~~i'sr a~~us~~i:s as sfa~ct~
to-day in every court room, in every
home,
in
every
store,
and
says:
"Courage!
By
all
my
hours
of
maltreatme!lt and abuse, I will protect those
r~:fg:faW~!:e
t{.8:~~~taiH~!>nJ~f
tH~~ who are trampled on." And when Christ
forgets that two o'clock morning scene, and
,~i~aihr~~~7 0 ~aJ~e?itaf~;
~f;~tcar~:
the stroke of the ruffian on the mouth, and
ci~~~~uf:hly~~s~~¼ ~~a;~~
from manger to throne, and that all tbe gates
the howling of the unwashed crowd, then He
0
will forget you and me in the injustices of cross they would have torn Him down aud
~~~e f!,.~n~n~h~~~a;hfodl~ir J~~~a;:: !~~ life
trampled
Him
with
both feet.
How the
that may be inflicted upon us.
cavalry horses arched their necks, and
swings the other way to let us in. Let all
Some of you want deliverance from your
champed their bits, a.nd reared and snuffed
troubles,
God
knows
you
have
enough
of
;f:gbe~~e~if
!!!,:~n },rJe:ilJ, \heb~?E;• ;~~
at the blood. Had a Roman officer called
them. Physical troubles; domestir. troubles;
glad tidings of great joy, which shall be to spiritual troubles; financial troubles. You
out for a light his voice would not have been
1
1
have
been
gathering
them
up,
some
perhaps
beard in the tumult; but louder than the
's~~~~u;o-j:r~i!si~C~~i;f :~: £~rd~'~
for five, or six, or seven years, aud you have clash of the spears, and the wailing of
The second installment paid for our soul's divided them into two classes: Those yon can womanhood, and the neighing of the chargtalk about and those you cannot talk about;
ers, and the bellowing of the crucifiers,
~~~Z:~1!0:~;.!~!o!criu
~~ ~::~:n~:a~h~r:
and as those griefs are the most grinding
there comes a voice crashing through, loud,
there are to this day panthers and wild
clear, overwhelming, terrific. It is the groan
;~~ ~:r~~s~~°oYen~!i1~ryih~ ct't~~~~~~nt~~~
0 1
fh:St~sa~~1!~:~;~~;g~o t:~:: :r~ue(;n:rtth~~li~
~hn .~~r~~d;t
a; y!\a;v!
speak of, while you get no condolence for the ~~e!~~
or gun or pistol. It was there that Jesus things that you cannot. In your school days done I I lift the covering from that malth
vou learned how to. bound the Sto.tes, and treated Christ to let you count the wounds
u,:~t thi\hin! 0a0~tr~[• ~~~. it :0~ 8
could tell what rivers and lakes and moun- and estimate the cost. Oh. when the nails
more terriflc than anything that prowled
tains ran through them. If you were asked went through
Christ's right hand and
estate
Christ's left band-that
brought both your
gihri;tatThio~~~y~S~~n
c~i%s~~f, Ch~i~t to-day to bound your worldly
you
would say it is bounded on the hands with all their power to work, and
-that Publius Lentulus, in his letter to the north
by trouble, and on the south lift, and write.
When the nail went
0
0
Christ's right foot and Christ's
ta J°!!r:e~!l\:c~!:1/
i~s~f~~~~tf~~: fi~nbfe~~~~'on ~~~ w:i b;h~ro:hl:~ whtfe through
left foot-that
bought your feat, with all
food had thrown him into emaciation.
The rivers of tears and lakes of woe, and moun- their power to walk, or run, or climb.
~r~!~te h~:;~~;ni~e t~~~mol~h! ~~~~~1d ti~ tains of disaster run through it. "\"lhat are When the thorn went into Christ's templeyou goiug to do with your troubles? Why do that bought vour brain with all its power to
shin Juno; for twenty-three days they had you not go the theater and have your mind think and plan.
When the spear cleft
absorbed in some tragedy!
"Oh," you say, Christ's side-that
bought your heart with
~~~~lf1 ~n~t~~D ~~;s th l~?:1~ 0
"everything I have seen on the boards of the all its power to love, and repent, and pray.
Hunq:er must have agonized every fibre of stage is tame compared with the tragedy of Oh, sinner, come back!
the body and gnawzd on the stomach witl> my own life!" ',Veil, then, why do you not
If a man is in no pain, if he is propered, it
go to your
trunks
and closets and he is wzll, and he a.sks you to come, you take
0
t~~d
mJ~e :!~~,t~ilfeia t~t~~d;i
gather up all the mementoes of your your time and you say: "I can't come now.
departed
friends
and
put
them
I'll come after awhile.
There is no haste."
~~m:~!Dffu~~rey !;r 0c~t~~t ~~n a-b~n~ out of sight, and take down their pictures
But if he is in waut and trouble you say: "I
gerecl. and if they had strength. with one from tha wall and put in the frame a harvest
daft fis~i;h;t:;;~f~s
Jufu~~f~~eno;~
t~?~
scene or some bright and gay sµecta.del
!1~J_h~1'.t'~~~di~eth~r:a~~ ait ~i~g=-~b~t
"Ah," you sav, "if I should remove all these wounded hands, end He begs you to coma.
Jesus was acc-osted, and Satan said: "Now
mementoes of my departed friends, that
Go and you live.
Stay away and you die.
would not take away the killing pictures that
Oh, that to Him who bought us, we might
f!ton:~ !~!~~r~~~pl;~t\:~~~,~ikH~~e~g~
give all our time, and all our prayers, and ell
temptation coma to you or me under those ~~lt~ti~~f
J~:s
rrio~~i!1;a~~~•
our successes!
I would we could think
0
plunge into society and try to wash off in of nothing else. that we could do nothino1tb~tts~!f,fe:~ri:ci
b~!i!'!T~~~t~~~!~;~~1
else but come to Christ. He is so fair, He is
5~~tl;~:llsai:,e~~ t~~~~m~~i!a°th~~
P.t the time taken for mastication;
but
so loving, He is so sympathizing, He is so
but how can I hear other children laugh when
0
~!t~;i;_itti~th~~nh~~lat::tt;~~
t~:i:;i~:
my children are silent! How can I see other ~i~d~!ct!~d':~;~u,l,iht~e~uLo~d~!,fJ~
arch of darkness.
o. ye tempted ones! happy families when my own happy family
1
0
rr?ih,:~1~I~·t::t ~ :o:;~u~!k~~~\~
Christ was tempted. "\'Veare told that Na- is broken up? Trouble, trouble!" But do ;~
0
you gain anything by brooding over your audience and wreathe it around the heart of
fv~:~nottl~r:ed ~e~~!ln°~1:~ilitm!~\:i:n~~
misfortunes, by sittin~ down in a dark room, my Lord Jesus Christ.
by
a
comparison
of
the
sweet
past
with
the
When, in ltill5, the At!antic <'able was lost.
t~!~le~0~~ ~~
1,to .~~~ti~°o':,f~~t:,;r~-~u~'. bitter present!
"No; that makes things do you reme:nber that the Great Eastern and
self and let us try it;" and with shot worse." But I have to tell you to-day that the Medway and the Albany went out toflud
the Christ of all sympathy presents Himself. it/ Thirty times they sank' the grapple two
nftershot from his own pistol the Emperor
Is there anybody in this house that <'an and a half miles deep in the water. After
~ub:~~l~~~a.\~tar~;
?:li.wh'.f:;!
getalon~ withoutsy_mpathy! I do nott~ink I awhile tbey found the cable and brought it
would ltYe a day without 1t. And vet there to the su:-tace. No sooner had it been brought
i~~e!;!~ ~~!~go~ r:3,,:f[titat \t~::~t ~~gk tt~!
are a great many who seem to get along to the surface than they lifted a shout of exweapons of temptation from the heart of without divine sympathy.
Their fortune in
1
1
aft;n \~;~
the counting-room, or in the store, or in 1i~at!?~t'e~u~~!Jdc~~e si~~f.ed
~oh~~; ~~l
a.1.1
b;:: ~m~fet::J
tbe insurance company, takes wings and flies weeks more tbev swept the sea with the
I know what it is to be tempted.
Take this
away. They batton up a p~nniless pocket. grappling hooks, ·and at last they found the
They sit down in penury where once cable and th3y brought it up in silence.
~itee;~ai ~i~l~~!t!\t~iu;b.a!
1}\;.?~ 1
they had affluence, and yet there is They fastened it thi; time. Then with great
I will see you through all temptation."
no Jesus to stand by them and say: excitement they took one end of the cable to
"Oh, man, there are treasures that never the electricians'
room to see if there
·•c'~!~t~~~t:rsw~~t:ho!t~;l;~~::rhi~g
!~~~t fail,
in banks that naver break!
I will take were really any life in it, a!ld when
looking at," and after a half-day's Journey
care of you. l own the cattle on a thousand they sa.w a spar!, and knew that a
0
hills,
and
you
shall
never
want."
They
have
message could
be sent,
then
every
~~'i:o'i!_meJ~/ ~u~~:m~i~t;
:~e !~P i°r; :~:
110 such divine Saviour to say that to them
hat was lifted, and the rockets flew, and

~h

Ib~

:~1

Pfh!8::~

they were in a single re,icleuce, containing fifty-two
room,--more
than
any

f{:;;

~:~rh;:;:

that the enSquare was

!,~~l

pierced by a swarm of ?~rrow windows
set close together and g1v1ng the facade
the appear~nc~ of a jail! It is DOW. given 'i
out that th.s smgular
structure will no.I
for a year or more.

~!~d
\hack.oui~is\ i~~e~o ~~?i"'y~~o;h~i r~

;~:e:·~i

mained unseen. Finally a portion of the
frame building was removed and intimate friends were allowed inside. What
was their surprise when they found that

be finished

,W~~!

f~8lciar:~kmao;;:~i~~v;;~~~~t~!;.',~
1s that you bate in your vest!" said the
man. "0, that is the New Testament." he
said. "I thought I would carry it with me
if I really did go overboard."
How well
that boy was protected I I care not how
great the height or how vast the depth, witb
Christ wit.bin us, and Christ beneath us,
a"d Christ above us, and Christ all around
us, nothing shall befall us in the way of
harm. Christ himself. having bee1 iu the
tempest, will deliver all thosa who put their
trust in him. Ble,sed be his glorious name
forever.
The third installment paid for our re•
demotion was the Saviour's sham trial. I
call it a sham trial--there has never been anything so indecent or unfair in the Tom~)S
Court of ~ew York, as was witnessed at the
trial of Christ. Why, they hustled Him into
the court-room at two o'clock in the morning. They gave Him no time for counsel
They gave Him uo opportunity for subpoena•
ing witnesses. The ruffiians who were wandering around through the midnight, of course
they saw the arrest and went into the courtroom. But Je,us's friends were sober men,
wAre rescedable men. and at that hour-tw~
o'clock. in the morning-or course tney were
at home asleep. Conse::iuently Christ entered
the court-room with the ruffians.
Oh, look at Him! No one to speak a word
for Him. I lift the lantern until I can look
int') His face, and as my heart beats in sympathy for this, the bast friend the world ever
had, Himself now utterly friendless, an
officer of the court-room comes up and smites
Him in the mouth, and I see the blood stealing from gµm nnd lip. Oh, it was a farce
of a trial, lasting
only perha!lS
an
hour, and then the judge rise, for the sentence! lt is against the law to give sentence
unless there has been an adjournment of the
court between conrlemnation and sentence;
but what cares this judge for the law! '·The
man has n<>friends-lat
him die," says the
judge, and the ruffians outside the rail cry:
"Aha!
aha!
that's
what
we
"ant
- His blood. Hand him out here to
us. Awaywith
Him! Away with Him!"
Oh I bless God, that amid all the injustice
that may be inflicted upon us in this w;:,rld
we have a divine sympathizer.
The world

~~;rr.

aite naturally
attracted
great
notice.
Curiosity
becnme intense
as the sound
of the hammer and adze echoed without

other house in the city-and
tire front on Rittenhouse

0

g:~n~cl~

what was being done within. • A great
frame structure on such a commanding

within

at s a the mate told a
boy-for the rii:ging had become entangled
in the inast--to go up and right it. A gentle·
man standin!!'. on the deck said: •'Don't send
that boy up,.he will be dashed to death.''
The.mate said: "I know what I am about."
The boy raised his hat in recognition of the
order
and
then
rose,
baud
over
hand,' and went to work; and as he
swung in the storm the passengers wrung
their hands and expected to see hirrtfalL The
work done, he came down in safety, and a
vllristian man mid to him: "Why did you
go down in the forecastle beforn vou went
upl" ''Ah," said the boy, "I went ·down to

;/:e~~;!~t

which

both houses and the entire lot, and from
that day the public was in ignorance of

of workers

w~~ !r~/!:t~Jtt:!rm

r.;:~~ik~~s,;:t

wealth and art could command.
Soon,
however, the gaze of the curious was
cnt off, for an entire outside structure
of wood, a frame palace, was built over

and the regiment

ii\\

t~~t

ionable entertainments
which would surprise everybody.
The two houses were
to be turned into one and finished with
refinement

1;r:1tJ~:,si~t·gt~e);:u
i~~ia,
g;~:e ~~~
China, I'll give you Ethiopia, I'll give you
Italy, I'll give you Spain, I'll give you Germany, I'll give vou Britain. I'll give you all
the world." What a humiliation it must
have bean.
Go to-morrow morning and get into an altercation witl, some wretch crawling up
from a gin-cellar in the Fo'.lrth Ward, New
York. '·No," you say, "I would not bemcan
myself by getting in such a contest."
Then
think of what the King of Heaven and
Earth endured when He came down and
fought that great wretch of hell, end fought
him in the wilderness ancl on the top or tile
Temple.
But I bless God in that triumph
over temptation Christ gives us t~e assurance
that we shall also triumph. Having Him~elf
been tempted He is able to succor all those

!;~

and Mrs. Scott, who is now some sixtyfive years of age, gave it out among her
friends that when her new residence
should be fiuished she would give fash-

imaginable

TEXT:
"Ye are bought with aprice."- 1
Corinthians, vi., 20.
Your friend takes you through his valuable house. You examine the arches, the
fresco, the grass-plots, the fish-ponds, the
conservatories, the parks of dee,, and you
say within yourself,
or you say aloud:
"What did all this cost!" You see costly
apparel, or you see a high-mettled span of
horses harnessed with silver and gold, and
you begin to make au estimate of the value.
The mau who owns a large astate cannot instantly tell you what it is all worth. He
h~~~.
:;,;~~hef~~mtli~ f~init~i~e~ s~o~t~~h
for laying out the grounds, so much fo1· the
stock, so much for the barn, so much for
the equipage-adding
up,'in all making this
e.gq:regate."
Well, my friends,! hear so much about our
mansion in heaven, about its furniture and
the grand surroundings, that I want to know
how much it is all worth, and what has ac1,ually been paid for it.
I cannot complete in
a month or a year the magnificent <'alculation; but before I g:et through to-day I hope
to give you the figures.
•·Ye are bought
with a price."
With some friends I went to Londorr
Tower to look at the crown jewels of England. 1Ve walked around, caught one glimpse
of them, and being in the procession were
compelled to pass out. I wish that to-day I
could take this audience into the tower of
God's mercy and strength, that you might
walk around just once at least and see the
crown jewels of eternity, behold their brilliance and estimate their value.
"Ye are
bought with a price." Now, if you have a
large amount of money to pay, you do not
pay it all at once, but you pay it by installments-so much the first of January, so much
the first of April, so much the first of July,
so much the first of October, until the entire
amount is paid. And I have to tell this audience that "You have been bought with a
price," and that that price was paid in different installments.
The first installment paid for the clearance,
of our souls was the ignominious birth of
Christ in Bethlehem. Though we may nevfir
be carefully looked after afterward, our advent into the world is carefully guarded. We
tome into the world amid kindly attentions.
Privacy and silence are afforded when God
launches an immortal soul into the world.

r}!J:i°~

recent
of Mrs. Scott,

caused a good deal
llfore than a year

ago llfrs. Scott bought for $200,000 two
adjoining houses on the southeast corner
of Rittenhouse
Square and Eighteeuth
street,
Philadelphia's
most
desirable
residence quarter.
An army of carpenters and bricklayers
were put to w<fi.k,

every

Ran-

ff~~
H~\tin~~~

'Railroad Company, have so long occupied a position of the highest prominenc0 in Philadelphia's
most exclusive
fashionable
society that, according
to a

have not unnaturally
ot quiet comment.

"The

•;~

'fhe Swiss are a nation of hotel keepers
There are in Switzerland
a thousand
hotels, containing 58,003 beds, and employing 16,000 servants.
The gross income from these hote:s is considerably
more than the an:nml bnugct
of the
confcderntion.

The
Scott,

Discourse:
somed."

feel dizzy, and have a strange disposition to
jump; so Satan comes to Christ with a powerful temptation in that very crisis. Standing there at the top of the Tempie they look
off.
A magnificent reach of country.
Grain fields, vineyards, olive groves, fore3ts
and streams, cattle in the valley, flocks on
the hills, aud villages, and ciit:es,and realms.
"Now," says Satan. "1'11 make a bargam.
Just jump off. I know it i3a great way from
the top of the Temple to the valley, but if you
are divine you can fly. Jump off. It wont
hurt you. Angels will c1tch you. -You,·
Father will hold you. Besides, I'll make you

I do-not know how they get along.
Death
comf!s to the nursery.
One voice less in tht
household.
One less fountain of joy and
laughter.
Two hands less to be busy
all
day.
Two feet less
to bound
tht'ough the hall.
Shadow after shadow
following through that household, yet no
Je,us to: stand there and say: "I am the
shepherd. That lamb is not lost. I took it off
the cold mountains.
All's well." Ob, can
you tell me the mystery! Can you solve it!
Tell me how it is that men and women with
aches, and pains, and sorrows, and losses,
and exasperations, and bereavements, can
get along without a sympathizing Cb.rist!
I cannot understand it.
But I come her,i to say this ~ming
that
l! you really want divine symi,athy you can
have it. '!.'here are two or thre3 passages of
Scripture that throb with pity and kindness
and love "Cast thy burden on the Lord and
Re will sustain thee." "Come unto I.Ie all
ye who are wear.v and heavy laden and I
will give you rdst." Oh, there are green pastures where the Heavenly Shepherd leai:ls the
sick and wounded of the flock! When all the
other trees of the orchard fail. God has one
treA of fruit for His dear children. Though
the organ wails out requiem, there comes
afterward a song, a chant, an anthem, a battle-march. a coronation, a victory. Do you
not want the sympathy of Jesus! I offer it
this morning to everv man avd woman in
this house: you net>d.Him. Oh, how much
ycu need Him.
There was a chaplain in the army wounded
unto death. While lying there on the field
he heard at a great diRtance off some oue
crying out in great pain: "Oh. my God!"
And he said to himself: •·I am dying, but I
think, perhaps, I could help that man. Although I can't walk I'll just roll over to
where he is." So he rolled over in his own
blood, and over the bodies of the slain, and
rolled on until he camA to where the other
man was dying. aud put, as it were, his
wound against that wound, aud hi~ sorrow
against that sorrow. and helped to alleviate
it. And so it seems to me that Jesus Christ
hears the groan of our sorrow, the groan of
our poverty, the groan of our wretc.bedness,
and
comes
to the
relief.
He
comes
rolling
over
sin
and
sorrow
to the
place where we lie
on the battlefield, and He puts over us the
arm of His everlasting love; and I see, that
arm and n=d are wounded: and as He puts
that 11rm over us I can hear him Eay: "I have
loved thee with an everlasting love."
Oh
that you might feel this morning the power
anrl condolence of a symnathizing Jesus!
Further, I remark·
The last great instal•
ment paid for onr redemption was thA demise o! Christ. The world has seen many
dark days.
About fifteen summers ago
there was a VAry dark day when the sun
was eclipsed. TM fowl at noonday went to
their perch, and we felt a gloom a, we
looked at the astronomical
wonder.
It
was a dark day in London when the
pla'slla was at its height, and the dead
with uncovered faces were taken in open
carts, and dumped in the trenches. It was
a dark day when the earth opened, and Lisbon sank: but the darkest day since 'the creation of the world was the day when the
carnage of Cal vary was enacted. It was
about noon when the curtain began to be
drawn. It was not the coming on of a
niacht that soothes and refre~hes: it was
tbe swinging of a gt·eat gloom
all
around the heavens. God hung it. As when
there is a dead one in the house you bow the
shutters or turn the lattice, so God in the afternoon shut the windows of the world. As
it is appropriate to throw a black pall upon
the coffin as it passes along, so it was appropriate that everything should be sombre that
day as the great hearse of the earth rolled on,
bearing the corpse of the King.
A man's last hours are ordinarily kept
sacred. However you may have hated or
-::aricatured a man, when you hear ha is dying
silence puts its h'.md on your lips, and you
would have a loathing for the man who
could stand by a death-bed making faces
e.nd scoffing. But Christ in His last
hour
cannot
be left
alon0.
What!
pur,uing Him yet after so long a pursuit!
You have been drinking His tears, do you
want to drink his blood! '!'hey came up
~losel:y, so that, notwithstanding the dark,
ness, they can glut their revenge with the
~ontortions of his countenauce.
They examme his feat. They want to feel for theasel ves whether those feet are really spiked.
They put out their hands and touch the
spikes, aud! bring them back wet with blood,
and wipe them on their garments.
Women stand there and weap, but can do
no good. It is no place for tender-hearted women. It wants a heart that crime has turned
into granite. Too waves of man's bntred
and of hell's vengeance dash up against
the mangled feet, and the hands of sin and

/

tlle guns souuded until all the vessels on th6
expedition knew the work was done, and the
continents were lashed together.
Well, my
friends, Sabbath after Sabbath, we have
come searching down for your soul. We

e~~:

::t?fi~1ii

~fve8tri\~?s ;~pert~:~i~
we have thought you were at the surface, and
began to rejoice over your redemption; but
nt the moment of our gladness you sank back
again into the world aud back again into
siu. To-day we come with this Gospel searching for your soul. We apply the cross of
Chr;st first to see whether there is any life
left in you, while all around the people stand,
looking to see whether the work will be done,
and the angels of God bend down and witness,
and oh. if now we c mid see only one spark of
love, and hope, and faith, we would send up
a shout that would be heard on the battlemeuts of heaven, and two worlds would keep
jubilee because communlcation
is open between Christ and the soul, and your nature
that has been sunken in the deen sea of sin
bas been lifted into the light and the joy of
the Gospel:::!=========
A Poem ..
Rend by llfrs. Sa,,,uel Clement•, or rhlladelphin, nt the Stnte Couvontion ol Ponnsylvani" W. C. T. U,
"The .''!er<;}~ndi-;;--;;j sottls of mcn."Rev. xvm; 1~, 2J.
0, monster ill, whl~h fills the fand,
A irtt~ct~~~i8 ~~s ,~,~~~dlr~~~~'Micl throes of sorest pain
This th ,ught have borne; thy p:iwer to sap,
Thy H_ydra head to kill.
Kneel ng, with outstretched hands they cry,
''Relp us;O God! we will.
Unsent 1.his tyrant of our homes.
N~~o~rc:afi~:lftti
a;~ts~~~·e,
The hour of rescue comes."
Soon other women hoar the call,
Town answers town afar,
Till. o'er the land, North, East and West
The tocsin sounds of war.
'
And now from o'er the water wide,
Stretch foreigu lands with aid'We, too, 0 sistars, join your band,
We. mother, wife and maid,
Have wept our dearest, c.ru:;hel !lene~th
This Juggernaut of rum."
Fall iuto rank, ye countle,~ hosts
With help, with hope, ye com~'.
Has God not seen? Has He not heard!
He leads them ghty ho,t;

b~':"{.•

HI~eH~~t~l~~~t~;
We're marching on from day to day
"A million mothers"-strong.
'
Ten million precioW1 sons to save
From ruin and from w,·ong.
God speed the day, when tho,e w;,.onow
S~ cold,11 look a,kauce,
Crymg:
Be moderate. we pr&y,"
8hall also draw their 1-.•ice
Fighting with us against to.a 'P.-ince
Who rules this world we're tc'cl
Rules it by r_um, and lust of po;v~iJ.
And greadmess for gold.

0, thrice accursed traffic dire
Trading in ''souls o E men,"'
God sees. He hears the victim's cry

:~t~:in"doo~

E•!e n:~ !!e:;:j
th~'
Red lightning fills the sky.
Its fif;ful flashes show the pit
Wherein these victims. lte.

0

'

Poor wailing babes, whose fathers maim
Sad wives, whose hearts are moved
'
W~~ t'ii~gf~~~•s~;~h1~;s:~t;d~' crushed,
Souls lost for aye! Sea, too, the band
Of those who wrought this woe
For lust of gold. A band accurs~d
Of Gou and man the foe.
'
"lUoderate
Drinlcin~."
.M:oderate drinkers engag~d in pursuits
calling for judgment
and acumen, and
who also use Hquors during
business
hour~, end, with scarcely an exception,
as financial wrecks, however successful
they may be in withstanding
the physical
consequences of their indulgence.
Thousands who retain their health and are
never ranked as victims of intemperance
lose thek property, wreck their bu,iness
and are thrown into baukruptcy
because
oftipp'inghabits
during bu,ines, hours.
These men are not drunkards,
and only
close observers can detect the influence
of strong drink on their deportment;
but,
nevertheless,
liquor gives them
false
nerve, makes thelli reckless, clouds the
judgment and soori involves them in bad
purchases, worse sales and ruinous coutracts.
Sooner or later it is shown that
the habit of tippling
during
business
hours is a forerunner of bankruptcy.Barnesvill,e (Ohio) Rer.>ublicrm.

It Don't Pay,
It don't pay .to han" one citizen be1aus~ another citizen s~lls him liquor.
It don't pay to have one citizen in the
,unatic asylum, because another citizen
1old him liquor.
It don·t pay to have one citizen in the
:ounty jail, bJcause another citizen sells
b.im liquor.
It don't pay to have fifty workingmen
:agged, to have one saloon-keeper dressed
'n broadcloth,
and flush of money.
It don't pay to have ten smart, active,
Intelligent boys transformed into thieves,
to enable one man to lead an easy life,
by selling them liriuor.
It don't pay to have fifty workingmen
and their families live on bone soup and
half rations, in order that oae saloonkeeper may flourish on roast turkey and
champagne.
It don't pay to have ono fnousan<l.
llomes blasted, ruined,defilcd
and turned
into a hell of discord
and misery, in
order that one wholesale
liquor dealer
may amass a large fortune.
It don't pay to give one man, for $15
a quarter, a license to sell liquor, and
then spend $5,000 on the trial of another
man for buying that liquor aud committing murder under its iniluence.Union
Sir,nct 1

Mr. :M:ancel Talcott, of Chicago, has
given. $350 for the endowment
of a
child's bed in the National Temperance
Hospital.
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"DON'T YOU WORRY."
t~-~~t•l:'r~i~~m~avo Solvet:
"Is there a fatality .i.:nong our promment
menl" is a question that we often ask. It is a
question that perplexes ~r leading medical
men, au? they are at a loss to know how to
Jlow

Sb.row:

answer it.

We sometime, think that if the phvsiciana
would give part of the energy to the consideration of thi, question that they give to
combatting other schools of practice, it
miti:bt be so.tisfactorily answered.
'l'he fights of "isms" remind us often of
the quarrels of old Indian tribes, that were
only happy when they were annihilating
ea.ch otber.
Jf Allopatby
makes a discovery that
promises good to the race. Homceopathy derides it and breaks down its innneuce. If
Hornreopo.thy makes a discovery that promises to be a boon to tha ro.ce, Allopatby attacks it.
It is absurd tbo.t these s h0ols should fancy
that all of good is in their methods o.nd none
in any other.
Fortunately
for the people, the merit
which these "isms" will not recognize, is
recognized by thepullljc,nncl this public recognition, taking the form of a demand upon
the medical vrofession, eventually compels
it to recognize it.
Is it poss:ble that the question bas been
answered by shrewd business men? A prominent man once said to au inquirer. who
asked him how be got rich: "I got rich bPcause I did things while other people were
thinking about doing th3:u. ·' It seems to us
that the publi~ have re~ogt1ized what this
fo.tality is. nt1d b.ow it can be met, while the
medical profession has been wrangling
about it.
By a careful examination of insurance reports we find that there has been a sharp reform with reference to examinations, (and
that no man can now get any aU1ount of insurance who has the leo.st develooment of
kidney disorder,) because they find that sb:ty
out of ever.v hundred iu thls couutry do,
0

Bodily pains are instantly relieved by the
Physicians
Have Found Ont
That a co:itaminating and foreign element In use,! St. Jacobs Oil. Dr. R. Butler, Master
ot
Arts, Can;bridge Unlversity,England, says:
the blood, deve:oped by indige3tion, is the
___
_
cause of rheumatism. This settles upon the "It acts like_m_a.c:.g_ic_."
.sensitive sub-cutaneous covering or the musThe product of oats in the United Sts.tes
closand ligaments of the joints, cam,in,cccon- tor 1886 was 624,COO,uOO
bushels; 5,uoo,ooo Iesa
_
stant and shifting pain. and aggregating as a than 1 ,st yea_r_._____
calcareous, chalky derosit which produces
Boards of IIealth endorse Red Sto.r Cough
stilJ'.nessand distortion of tb.e joiD,ts. No fact Cure as a speecly and sure remedy for cough•
which experience has demonstrate:l in regard
ai,d colds. Scientists pronounce It entirely
to Hostetter·s Stomac,. -iitt;,rs ho.s stronger
vegeto.ble an,d free from opiates.
Price,
evidence t.o suprort that. tt:is, no.mely, that twenty-five ccnt3 a bot1Ie
this medicine of c:omprehensive uses check,
the formidable and a.tr()(;iousdisease, nor is it
The most powerful telescopes now In use
lebs pos tively est,,blished that it is preferable
m gn,fy 2,Q0Lltime-. As the moo" is 240,000
to the poisons often used to arrest it, Hinre the
• Iles from tile earth, it is tlrns practically
mecli ine contains only s:ilutary ingredients.
brought to wt in 120 m,ks, nt which dis•
I, is also as·goal remed;- tor malada1 fevers, tanu, the snowy peaks of seve1al lunat
constipativn, dyapepsrn, kidney and bladder
mounta:ns are dtstlllctly v.s ,ble.
ailments, debility and other disorders. See
that you get the gen nine.
If afflicted with sore eyes use Dr.Tsan.cThompIn Harborville, N. S., on the nay ot Fundy, aoil'bI:ye-water,Druggists selJ at25cpe1· bott1e

CLIPPINGS FOR THE CURIOU1i
A rhymed version of the Bible in 260,000 verses is out.
The Indian 'still
acres in this country.

holds

134,000,000

Mrs. Eunice Darling of Hersey, Me.,
aged one hundred and one years, knits
a pair of stockings every day and attends
to her household duties.
The longest span of wire in the world
is used for a telegraph
in India over the
river Kistnah.
lt is more than 6000
feet in length, and is 12,000 feet high.
An English Agricultural
paper tells
of a cl3ck whose egg-laying record is as
follows:
In 1878 she laid 211; in 1879,
143; in 1880, •145; in 1881, 155; in
1882, 84; in 1883, 30; total, 769.

thPre a.r living ninety
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than four years.
Undoubtedly tbi,i, o.rticle, which is simply
dealing out j11stic<",will be com:idered as an
advertisement and be rejected by mo.ny as
such.
V, e have not sp;;,.c9nor time to discuss t'ne
proposition that a poor thing could not succeed to the extell.t that this great remedy has
succeeded,cou!A not become so popular with•
out merit even if pushed by ,r,.Vanderbilt cw
an Astor.
Hence ·- to.ke the libe~ty of tellin2: our
friends that it is a duty that they owe to
themselves to investigate the matter and reflect car,ifnlly, for the statements published
are sul,jllct to the refot,,,twn of tl).e entire
world. None have reflltlld them; on the contrary hundreds of thousands have believed
them o.nd proved them true, and in believing
have found the highest me1sure of satisfac•
tion, that which money cannot buy, and
money·cannotto.ke away,
The first regular institution for savings
was established
at Hamburg
in 1778.
The first savings bank in the United
States was founded
in Philadelphia
in
1816 and still exists. The second savings
bank was started in Boston the following year.
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Of 3,000,000 cases of canned tomatoes,
the reported product of the tomato canning business ill the United States last
yenr, more than seven hundred thousand
cases were put up in New Jersey.
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re~eed;l:an~~Il l~~'k~!~•ri:[?s~.J>~~ui:;~;\!'e~~e_.r:iui
Lumbago, Backache. ,veak:nf"S~, cold flt the cbe~
nnd all ache!' and pains. Endorsed by 5.('(.'UPh.ralC'ians and Druggists or the highest repute-, Denson'•
Plaste,ra promptly reJlt"ve and cure wlu·re other
plasters and grea"s:,· salves. linimtnt~ an,l lotions,
are a.bsoJut.H v u.:.;eless. Beware or tmitntlona under
i.hn lar sounding- names, such a.q "Capslcum," •1Capucln." "Capsfclne,"
as tJ1r:y are utterlv worthies,
and intended
to decetvC". Asu:: FOR BitxsoN'S ilD
TAKK NO OTHEns.
All <1rug:;lst~.
Si>ABURY & JOHNSG.),. l'r~prletor•. New York.
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Despi•c

Not the Day of8mall

Tb.lnirs.

Little things may he'p a man to rise-a !;Jent
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pleasant to take, and they cure sick hea•t-

The highest spot inhabitetl by human
beings is said to be the Buddhist cloister
of Hanie,
Thibet,
where twenty-one
priests live at an altitude of 16,000 feet.

ounts of
/iOO, on
ars time.

aches, re ieve torpid livers and do wo·1ders.
Being p11rel,v ve~etable tb.oy cannot harm anv
one.

allable to
ue. State

All drn'-!~i~fs.
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use, also
ystem In
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Farm era are reported to con surne 35,000
ii°S:~~e~lerttme per year on self-bindL g

The highest fountain in Eu~ope is tha
in the gardens of Chatsworth,
the seat of
the Duke of Devonshire.
The height of
this famous jct is 267 feet.,

FRAZER
AXLE
GREASE

Deep 8ea Wonders

Exist In thousands of forms, but are snrpas•e4
by tho marve's of invention. '£hose who are
in need of profitable wo1k tha~ can be done
whi:e at homa should at once send their address to Hallett & Co.. Portbnd. Maine, and

The albatross
is the iargcst sea bird
known, and weighs all the way from
twelve to twenty-eight
pounds.
Its
wings are of •enormoµs
length,
usually
about eleven feet.
On .account
of its
motions and voracity it is often called
by sailors the man-o'-war bird.

receive free, full information

ho\Y eithrr

BEST IN THE WORLD
l'rG~t

A parrot at Indianapoli; died with all th()
symptoms of cliptheria, o.f,er be! g In the
room an<l pettoo bf the children afflicted
with the dibease.

thf'I llrnutne.

Solct E•erywbere.

100,000~~~- ~:~::0t!a~~~r~l~~~:=

1:-ex, at

of all ages, cn.n earn from $5 to $25 per day
whet ever they live. You ar, started free.
Capital not required. Some have made over
S50 in a singe day at this work. All succeed.

7 per cent.

Absolute secm•jty.

Bestotreferencea.

Address, W. H. MIZE, Land Loan, and U,
P. U., R, Airent,
U:SllOlU</.1!:.
K.UISAS.
-------Great Engl_ishGoutand
u
~
a
I Rheumalic Remedy.
Oval Box, $1.00 1 rduntl, SO eta,

Pills
Bl~·1r'~

WE WANT YOU! ::'--:~~::e:::
"xa'!~~;i:
profl.table employment

to represent

us In eTery

~ cg~~issr:~-~
s:i~eltm~~~e~~-

-------

Alfred Tennyson has been England's
poet laurete since 1850, a longer period
than the honor was held by any of his
predecessors.
Colley Cibber
enjoyed
the distinction from 1730 to 1757, and
Robert Southey from 1813 to 1843; all
the others, from Edmund Spenser down,
for much shorter terms. .
A specimen of the vibik:.iri, or sacred
snake of Japan, in Dr. Stradling's collection at Watford,
England, recently gave
birth to bet,veen sixty and seventy young
ones.
Some fifty living
and still-born
snakelets were coliected, and it was be
lieved that at least a dozen more had
been destroyed by othe
snakes· in the
cage.
At ten days old the young ones
had cast their skins and were beginning
to eat earth-worms
and small slugs. This
is the first time this species has bred in
Europe.

&Tery one buys. Outfit a.nd pn.rtlcula.ni Free.

,,i~ua~i'!~1ii~~/r~~!t~t'
ff;p~~-c8~~~. i~~
g ndy Pitch.
Hop Plasters cure po.In and soreness,
strengthen weak parts and do it quickly, , oo.
:16cents.

STANDARD
SILVERWARE
CO.. BOSTON,
MASI,

IIT :ir.~~';.'.~lo~~.'~!~F
c!?o~D.::.
PATE
II
THURSTON'S~~~lTOOTH
POWDER
Teeth
Gums
lorcl1cular.

19 (,'onare-s!Su·ect,

~~Jicilor,

l{eeplns

Why did the Women
of this country use over thirteen million cakes

$5

Dnuham,Pateal

lloaton. JUaaa.

_P_erfect 11ud

roSS per,lny.

Linea not under

Healtb.J'..!

Samplesworth$1:wrnu
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BREWSTER SAFETY REIN HOLDER, Holly.
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Procter & Gamble's Lenox Soap in 1886?

-PATENTS
?~';!~'l~~s•
J'~~~•tm/,;:
Patent Lawyer, Washiniton,
D. C.
Kill,

Buy a cake of Lenox and you will soon understand why.

A Story of ''Old Iliclrnry,"
One day, not long after the a:Joption
of the Constitution,
there was a horse
race on the bor.ders of Georgia and Tennessee, between the horses of the respective
States.
The Georgia horse
won, and after the race was over the
participants
in the sport dined together
at a tavern near the rnce-course.
Jackson, then a young man, sat r.ext to· a
stalwart Georgian.
In the course of the
dinner, the former, smarting under
the
mortification of defeat, cried out in a
loud voice:
"Georgia's a mighty mean
State.
Tennessee's a heap better."
No
sooner were the words out of his mouth
than the stalwart Georgian seized Jackson by the nape of his neck and the sea:
of his pantaloons and threw
him clear
across the table.
Jackson lit upon his
feet like a cat, and, drawing
a pistol,
opened fire upon his opponent.
A general scrimmage ensued which lasted for
half an hour, but, strange to relate, none
were killed or wounded.
My informant
was a boy at the time, and witnessed .
the fight through a crack of the door,
behind which in jiis terror he had taken
refuge.
He lived to be nearly ninety,
and saw many scrimmages in after years
in that wild country between the Coosa
and the Black Warrior, but this fight at
Bob Anderson's
tavern
he always regarded as the great event of his life. -(Ben: Perley Poore.
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GROVES

WITHOUTMONEYAND WITHOUTPRICE,
109 Orange Grove Tracta oC 40 ncres each-.
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TRAC'l'S

FREE.

Every Word of this Advertise-you
m'.lnt is important.
Don't miss
It.
PROFIT BY IT.
It is for
,1-,.i anu

1,wenty.11.veror,t,o

. .lS01.Uu1·~tna .. l\\-ClHJ·'·'u

A~rif';li;e~~~

:~~e~:.S1ri>~I~~~innire ~:tee::~eaCf!~l
when he returns the Free Land Wa.rrants.

YOU WILL BE A TRAITOR to your oWll

0
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~t~;:&i~~Jie1~h~s? ~~fei~:~:
Yr~ol
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8J~
1
0

Sei:!i{~ .A:c£r~~;.~t !~rit~itroad anr1 Land Company
number.!I among its onlc:-t"rsand stockholders some of
the most respon13tble and ener~etJc men o! Florida,
Ohio, and New York, who are enlisted heart, band,
nnd pocket.book in this grent enterprise.
We do
business through the Second National o! Cinrinnati.
anct reter to two thousand p1·osperous se-ttlera at &&
Andrew's.
And now we aw,a.lt your pleasure.
Address either 01..r 1'-orthern Otflce at Cincinnatl
or our Eastern Orflce µ.t New York:. where all deed,
are issued, as !ollows:

The Pets of Royalty.
AJ3royal personages are uncommonly

The St. Andrew'sBay R. it. and Land Co.,

~;~~i:;dlike

other mortals in tastes and weakand weak. ncsses, it is not surprising that some of
them find amusement
or solace in the
A son of Kit Carson resides In Los Angeles,
Cal., and Is xeporteu to be struggling witlJ companionship of friends from the furred
poverty
and feathered
tribes.
Queen Victoria
Bronchitis is cured by freqnent small doses and hP.r chilnren have always loved dogs
of Pi~o'::1Cure for Consuruption.
and horses.
The late Prince Consort,
N. E. Eh:ht
though ready enough for any slaughter
in the name of sport, once carefully educated a sparrow that had tumbled from
its lofty home in some spout or gutter.
It is none to early to be getting ready tor sprfn,s;-,
The King of the Hellenes, when tired of
and the first thing which should receive attention is youJ' own system. Ir you have not been well
his Athenians, has before now refreshed
during tho winter, have been troubled with scro!ula,
himself in the society or magpies; and it
&alt rheu'L'!l, or other humors or the blood,youshould
purify the blood by taking Hood's Sarsaparilla..; You. was whispered that the Queen of Wurwill then escape that jndescribable
tired teelin~
temberg
had taken up with the crow
which 1s so prostrating and often so unaccountable
In the sprlr.ig months. Do not put off taking a re- fancy.

i Remit
iN~:;2i7N~1_.~jl~r~:}
l~tJ1'fiinti~~
by postal not,e, registered letter, or bank
0

draft.

Do not send stamps when it can be aYoided.

PreiuueforSpring

liable med?tcine, but take I:Io0d's Sarsaparilla
I take Hood's Sarsaparilla

TAXES

All ~xeg have been patd on these lands up to March 1887
and this Company will pay them again at thai; date to DCC'em~
this Great Free JJt~•/887, both on its own lands and those disposed ot. under

beforo

It ls too !ale.
11

$15

r:e:~r1~~

0

I■

Jllrheat J.wants er aeUh

over 70 years

~~~m~gtr.rJ::~

h'i~1ic"~~s'.

bar.

be no Alpa,

When Napol$'.ln talked o!lnvadlngltalyon1
.~this offloers said: "But, sire, remember the
Alps.•• To an <'rdinary man these would have
seemed si•nply Insurmountable, but Napoleon
1
~fh~~!~';,~FtJr~p~-:,i~hr: :~~s b~~~e~ t~-~
ease; like a lnount.ain, stands in the way of
fame, fortune and honor to many who by Dr.
Pierce·s "Galien Medical Discovery" might
be healed and so the mountain would disa.p·
s,e:i.r. It is sifecific for all blood, chronic lung
and liver diseases, snch as consumption
8
er~u:i~,~~~t~~;~.~
11oresand kindred complaints.

ER

P01~}==r~

old. Of the,e ,her<' are ,weniy couples wno
nd
rie~~e:;vr::~~\~~ l~~~blncci~·:r~'i)~~h~~:.

H~Ir,i\~~tl;.~1~~~;::~i~p~:y

:~~~iis~~;e~tly
w1il in-urea man except a[ter a rigid urinary examination.
This reminds us of a little instance which
occurred a short time ago. A fellow editor
was an applicant for o.respectable amount of
insurance. He was rejected on e ~o.mination,
because, unknown to himself, his kidneys
were diseasecl. The shrewd agent, however,
did notg-iveupthecase. He bad an eye to business and to ais commission, and said: "Don't
you worry; you get a half dozen bottles of
Warner's safe cure, take it according to
directions and in about a month come
around, and we will have another examination. I know you will find yourself all right
and will get your policy."
The editor expressed surprise at the agent's
faith, but the latter replied: ''This point is
a valuable one. Very many insurance a.genta
all over the country, when they find a customer rejected for this cause, give similar
advice, and eventually be gets the insur•nce."
What are we to infer from such clrcnmhnces? Have shrewd insurance men, as well
AS other shrewd business men, found. the
secret answer to the in~niry! Is it possible
that our columns have been proclaiming, in
f\le form of advertisements, what has proved
~ blessing in disguise to millions, and yet by
llt.1lnyignored as an aoicf'rtisement!
.
in our files we find thousands of str;:,-testiinonials for Warner's safo cure, no two
alike, which could not exist except upon a
basis of truth; indeed, they are published
under a guarantee of $5,1100to an/ one wh,

persons

B

for a spring mcdfctnn.

Pearl-Fed Swine.

There is a genuine case of pearls before swine at Merced,
Cal.
At that
takes it for cfyspepsia and she derives great beneftt
point the San Joaquin river is very low,
Crom it. Uhe says it ts the best medicine she ever
took."-FnANK
c. TURNER, Hook & Ladder No. 1, and -in many places the river; bed and
Friend Street, Boston, }lass.
the bottom of the large
sloughs
are
:Mrs. C. W. Marriott, Lowell, Masfi., wascompletel7
cureU of sick headache, which she had had 16 year1r
covered with fresh water mussels. Pearls
by Hcod~s Sarsa1)arllla.
of fair color are sumetimes
found in
Hood's Sarsaparilla
these bivalves.
At present
droves of
li<>ld hy an druggists. $1; six !or $5. Prepar~
hogs are eating the mussels, pearls and
l>70 .I. HOOD& CO.,Apothecaries,Lowell,Hasa.
_ all. The pork of the pearl-fed swine is
J90 D...o_s.e.s.
O~- D.oJlar
not at all palatable.
and I find ltjust the thing. It tones up my system
nnd makes me feel like a different man. My wife

'l'his Great li'ree Land Otter is open toanyboctye.xNJJt those who are already
located and are now
Hvtng at 8t. And row's Bay, also residents ot Penta•
and Jack.son Counties, ll..la..

SHUTOUT
There are no condition• associated
No CONDiTIONS

cola nn<l Wa8hlngton

not required to move tbere
and at your own pleasure.
the necessary forms or busi- Lew'ls Brindle, Latrobe, Pa
OURREFERENCES.
ness tn applying
tor nnd re- Elmira Kepple, Latrobe, Pa
J. ,v. MC'Coach, 8,1.nta. Fe, N. l[
~~1;1~l
lr~eepe~~ti:-etJ, ~irb~~!
J. A. Davis, Pierce City, Mo
consultation.
and merely to
1
represent
tbe number
who fl\:cf
rie1li~:.
1J'Ur~tg~?:t/{an
received Orange GrOYe tracts
Geo. A. Copp,J<isher'sH111,Va
free, at our hands, in. one da11'& W. ll". Brewton, Cedar Plain, 0
business.
Wm. C. Sampson, Goidon. Col
~~~!P:;;~8
co:~a~o :uc'fi
]' B. Riblet, Shinnaton, w .. Va
give a list or all ,vho have reThose who have done business with us. In one day the
following lJst of applicants,
;:~~:~
gr:rz~e r~;~v;~r~~o
0

~~

~~~3:

f~~echP~~er;f

tt! ¥~~

lowing 11stcan testify, 1! he Is
so disposed, to the absolute
fidelity or our methods or
business.
No correspondenca
has passed between any of
them &All thl8 office. except

M. Mccann, Tyrone, Pa
W. A. Ktns!oe, Lockhnven,
Sn.lem Hill, Schf"nley. Pa

Pa

M. J. Ltlnqucot, Bir'gham, Ala
Joel P. Keys, Colwich, Kan

1

or improve

with this Gren,t Free Land Offer which.
can not be <om plied with.
You are
it any way unless you do so rree-ly,

John Cord, Ranna, Ind
Kansa ■ City, Mo,
0. P. Fox, Mt. Carmel, Pa
J. A. Su111van.
Met. Hotel
744 Oak St
~D.~~
Mass L. E. J\IacKusiclc.
0s;r~!!fi·ifiri~ceste.~,
1
Geo. Vil. Davis,
"
6Dte~!7:1?t
Ja.,. N. McMillan,Trans. Sta. \Ym. N. .A.1lcn,744
l.&k Street
26th \Va.rd, Pittsburgh, Pa
W. S. Da,·is.HighlandPark, Ill
PbiladelDliio.,
p.._
'!'. McGrory. S··.. :z.mN. Sd St
li~~e~Il~l~:r{~ a~)~~;~
Wm. H. Bower, 2d & Erle Ave
Ja.". Brnwn, 717 Sansom St
ag~·fi:'~~•.
~i~~~e;,PJ:b.Ark
J.P. Raines, J930 Mer.,;ball St

f1t.:~e~n~:.
~f

0

f

~fn:fY

G!~n°:i~,b~Ja St. Pan!, Minn,
,_-iif·u1fi~;.fl~n~f~~fg~~~Va ii~.1i~~fs1!1~~
J. H. Baxtresscr, M.iddlet'n, Pa Wm. F. Birkelbach, Shaft, Pa
8
W. L. Colvin, Ben.trice. Neb
Moses Bixler, cor. Isabel
~~t~
L1!w~:.P~~~:,a~~~
Sta.rkev Streets
1

ta~J~~i=~~

8

0

lin. J. A. Davl.B, Hlllsbor<>, Ill

A.B. Shipley,W3 CommerceSt

and

Geo. Stoven, 20 Iaabel Street

Troy, N. Y.

Geo.R. C0111no, 10 Firth
F. E. llendrlck, 137Flnt

St

St

W. :&.Chattorto.!l,)37_i~111

Business Directo~y.
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of Great Britain, compared with Catholics;
but we have long since learned that freedom of religious worship is the sacred
I can call to mind, just now, but one right ,;,f every citizen-too
sacred to be
item upon which the whole world is agreed, controlled by the laws of the State or naand it is that the grave awaits for all. And tion.
at that point the agreement ceases.
There
Our sympathy is founded upon the exare those that claim the grave as the final perience of a hundred _vears, that a great
end of all there is·in man; and others that population cannot be held in peaceful and
it is the receptacle of th~ perishable part happy relation by central auth0rity alon-e,
alone; and still others that the immortal
but that eaci. community must have local
part, ·•the etherial fire,'1 is raked up in autonomy, with power to pass local laws
dust and ashes to spring into life and light suited to its wants, its habits, and even its
at the final consummation
of all things prejudices, leaving to central, or national
terrestrial.
The two latter classes flee to authority the great powers essential to emthe Scriptures
for proof, and generally
pire.
succeed in proving it to their own satisWe carry our divisions of local autonofaction at least. The former use their own my to school districts, to townships, to
blind reason. or the blind reason of Tom cities and counties, each with clearly dePaine, Bob Ingersoll,
or somebody else fined but limited authority, but confer upwho can talk well. It is said that Inger- on States and the nation broader power
soil is beginning to be harassed with doubts and jurisdiction.
It is only by such a diof his former position since that cancer vis;on of power that freedom, in its true
has appeared on his tongue.
sense, can be enjoyed by any populous and
There are those who consider it unlaw- extended country.
Great Britain has recful to inquire of the great Hereafter unless ognized this great principle of human govthose inquiries ar~ in the line of their own ernmen! in every step of its wonderful prothqughts.
And yet the world will specu- gress towards free in,titutions,
from the
late upon what lies beyond, but are not 80 days of Magna Charta, the birth of its nacurious about it as to wish for a speedy tional freedom, to its present liberal govdeparture that they may make personal
ernment founded upon general suffrage.
observations.
Sin has made this world She has extended the principle of Home
Rule to the Dominion of Canada and Ausbankrupt, and there are those who claim tralia, and ages ago she gave lor:al autonothat there is no reason why the same sin my with liberal franchises to her cities and
intensified may not have a place beyond counties, and even to guilds of tradesmen
the. tide of time. And they often use this and mechanics.
text as a settler: "As the tree falleth so it
shall lie." They seem to know beyond all
It is this autonomy, or local rule with
question that it applies to the eternal fixity powers suitable to the conditions
and
of character in the i~mortal state. In oth- wants of Ireland, that the people of that
er words, if a man die drunk he will re- island want, and suth powers are not only
main drunk eternity through;
if he die consistent with, b1Jt will advance the glo:
any sort of a sinner, he ,,·ill remain just ry and power of the Empire.
It was earthat kind of a sinner throughout
the eter- ne;,tly hoped by all classes in America that
nal round of ages. And yet the word has when a great _and honored statesma~ like
gone forth that "There shall be an end Gladstone, with the body of the Liberal
.
.
party, proposed to grant Home Rule to
mad<! of transgression
and everlasting I I I d 1 .
ld b
· Id d b
h
righteousness be brnught in." Th.e mouth
re a~ ' t mt ,t ;ou
de Y1~ e
Y t e
111
1
of the Lord hath spoken it. St. Paul, the I pi°pu tr vote
f tg an \ an dwe y~t h_ope
1
1
"Great Apostle," tells us that the dead are t :t iy ~e~t ~ ap~ea _8 an . ~g,tatwn~
free from sin; and it looks reasonable to I a~ ' es~~c; \ {/si /wrng/'~
~nee. a~
1 0
suppose so if sin is in the members, as he
ove ~ t
is ; ;
vio ence, by
affirms. It is the flesh that lusteth for evil.
ynam,te, t 1h~ :use_ 0
omdmonshmay _ e
.
.
won to try t 1s euect1ve mo e to app1 1y
But there 1s so close a union between the close "The Great Irish Stru<rgle" of the
0
two that the lust of the flesh doesn't seem
to do the spirit any particular
good. V,'e century.
the fear
were made prone to evil as the sparks are
\,Ve in America can appreciate
.
of "destroying the Union," that ;s made
to fly ~tpward. Perhaps ,t needs must be the party er/ against Home Rule. ,ve
so, b~mg clo th ed 1~ flesh: I appre_he nd spent billions of treasure and hundreds of
that ,t would be as nnposs1ble for a disem- ti
d fr
h U •
d
10
bodied spirit to sin as it is for an emb'<died I :t~a:
~o lives ~oSsav: t e
nf,
ahn
1
0
one t0 keep from sinning.
I have n'ever I :l ' ot
or~ anf h ~ '. now ee t ~
heard of but one way to do that. And t~e preser';;1~on i° t e mo~ ;as ;v~rt
that is, to have Christ formed within, the!
e coSL
u w 1en we save t e _mo~,
hope of glory.
It would be Christ in the! ~he first step was to preserve and mamtam
.
i 111 full force the autonomy
of the States,
flesh again a nd he would be reasonably j and all the powers and benefits of local
safe fro_m siF,. all h ough not free_ from' government.
In this we received the
~emptatwn any _more th an_ was Chri st fre_e: hearty approval of the English people.
m the days of his own flesn. Although it l In wishing for them the same ha
sois the flesh that causes us to sin we would
.
f h •
ppky
1ut1on o t e1r strugg 1es we on 1y spea t 11e
.
.
nd
t
not wish to be u erS ood. to sa;,_: '.'The! friendly wish of a greater number of the
1 here descendants of Englishmen, Irishmen and
more mP.at th e greater th P.sumer.
is many a lean a nd hungry "Cassius" who Scotchmen than are to be found in all the
is not noted for godliness.
I am thin faislands of Great Britain.
Good governvored myself.
Jo11N.
ment depends upon the order and blending
of Home Rule and national
authority,
"THEGR.FAT
IRISHSTRUGGlE." which, like the two great forces of nature,
though seemingly opposed, are equally
\VASHINGTON, Febrnary 10, 1887.
important to the harmony of government.
ROBERT M. Mc\VADE, EsQ_;, Pt11L'A, Pa.
Very truly Yours,
lefy Dear Sir:
I have to acknowledge,
JOHN SHERMAN.
.
.
.
NOTE.-The
book referred to by Hon.
with thanb'.
_the receipt from you of a John Sherman,
(entitled, ·'THE GREAT
copy of the Jomt work of Mr. O'Connor I IRISH STRUGGLE.') is just being published
and yourself on "The Great Irish Strug- by Hubbard Brothers
of Philadelphia.gle," which I wdi can-y home with me 1 EDITOR.
and read carefully at my leisure.
As yet I
-- -•---I !')ave only glanced ove,· it sufficiently to
Wonderful Cures.
learn that it contains a mass of informaW. D. Hoyt & Co., Wholesale and Retail
tion deeply interesting to every American. I Dbruggisllt~ ofDRomKe,.G,a.,Nsay =DV:e have
, een se mg
r.
mg s ew 1scovery,
The preface by Dr. _Burns expres_ses i'.1 j El~ctricBitters and Bucklen,s Arni ca Salve
a few sentences the view taken by mtelh- fo1 two years.
Have never handled reme.
f
.
tr
idiesthatsellaswell,orgivesuchuniversal
gen t A mcncans O t 11e movemen
,or I satisfaction.
There have been some wonHome Rule in Ireland.
There is a pro- 1derful cures effected by these medicines in
found and general sympathy among my I this city. Several cases of pronounced
countrymen in favor of this movement, I Consumption have been entirel_Y cured by
.
.
, use of a few bottles of Dr. King's New
and the umve~sal hope 18'. ~hat by p~aceful i Discovery, taken in connection with Elecand earnest efforts the Bnt1sh Par!tament,
tric Bitte~s.
We guarantee them always.
wili be induced to grant to the people of Sold by Nathan Reynolds. Druggi~t.
(1)
1
Ireland the inestimable
benefit of Home·
Ruic ili local affairs .
.,_...,
-1"<1'
-1"-l>
This is not confined to Irishmen in Am~~.;,erica, or to the descendants
of Irishmen.
but is fully shared by the descendants
of
Englishmen, and especially b_vthose whose
ancestors for more than two centuries
'
have been Americans by birth.
~or does
this feeling arise from any desire to weaken
or cripple the power of the British Empire.
,vhile this power has been often exercised
without due regard to the rights of other I
nations, yet we know that the general re-1
-'I~
~,._o_,
••
sults of this domination, to which the Irish
~
,q,o,,,/~
people have contributed
their full part, I
hav<:!been the mo~t potent agency in ad-1 -----·---------vanci~g the civilization
and progress of
mankind.
Bl
D UJ
11
As Americans we share in the .glory of!
Thal Wonderful Remedy for
~ritish achievements and power. and b_elteve that ,n th Home_ Rule lrela nd w~ll, t.he value of which many ladies in this ~inot only cease to he discontented, but will, c;nitv can tcstifv to, is still for sale bv
be able to contribute a still greater share f
1Irs. H. !J_-BlJRBANK, Canton, Me.
to thf' boastecl power of the British Em- Trial
Pa<:'kagc
Free.
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,vrittcn

the

CA:"JTON

EPJIO:SE.

SCROFULA

A THOTJGHT
ORTWO.

A.dverti:.emeNt& under tkis heading- inserted fo,·
cents per Unt for one year.

50

-CANTON.BosToN 5C'E_NTSTORE, Holt's Block.
Fnrniture,
~~~ dk~~y~e~~~~n~s~in Ware. Great ba.rgctins in

1

C R. DAVJ.S,Dentist. Officeover Brick Store. At

Dixfield tirst Tuesday and \Vecl. in each month
Apothecary.
Real Estate ..-\.gent.
H ll BuHBANK,
Flout·, Groceries,
Dry Goods,
Fruit and Confectionery.
D B1tAOF.ORJ;>,Brick Store, General Stock.
B1llDGllAM
& JOHNSON,
::\1eats & Groceries.
AC BICK)l'ELL,
Millinery and Fancy Good~.
0 A B1uoGH.\.M,
Groceries & !vfeats.
i\1 B T1to:v1Es, Drugs, Medicines & Fancy Articles.
C BAKJ{QWj,
Furniture,
Crockery and t"oc. Goods.
MG STROU r, Provisions and Groceries.
0 GA:-.010N 1 Lime, Salt, Produc~ and Supplies.
AT BRYANT,
General Store.
BlCKNELL
& STETSON,. Blacksmiths.
I. C COBURN, Flour, Grain and Feed.
G F Tow LE, Pianos, Organs and 1\1usical Goods:
l\1r-.;s ABllIE 101-r:,1s0~, Fashionable Dressmaker.
J. P. Swasey, Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
NATHAN
REYNOLD.::i,
Rt!gistcred
A.:::; 1-IATHAWA Y ,lnsurancc and

-WEST

w

8

PERU.-

& SoN, Groceries,
1

'vVALKER

Mr~~i1s1a,~~~~:~

Flour, Hardware,

~:ti1:rf1~
r;~~~et~;;~l~~eGi~t~~l~.

LIVERMORE.
GEO F ADA.US,

Physician

and

Surgeon.

BUCKFIELD.

t 1c1i~w;i~:
ll:JLLAND

&

~ifii~t;;;~I~~tF~~~cccacr~ods.
Meats :inc1 Provisions.

Cu.s1H,1:AN,

g_sB~i\~~:i1~~~t~~~·D.~T6;}:~~~'t~1~!~~:ience.

WEST SUMNER.

EAST SUMNER.
EASTMAN,
Seedsman.
Choice
t)cc<ls ofmy own Growing a specialty.

VV l-I

-:-JORTH
North Turner I-louse.

Vc-gctable

TURKER.Elias Keene, Proprietor.

;;,i::;·,:;!]f1

I_.\.
~~:~snot

has an P<Jllal as a. (")lftl
for Scrufn Ions Hu
mors. It i~ pli>asae·

I

to take,
to the

Can be
cured by
purifying
the blood
with

~ll_l~~l},l~J~hon~.
-:(-):--

PUBLISHED THURSDAYS AT

&anlnn. IIxfnrrl

J;n.. Maim~.

--0--

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.

$1.25
PerYear,
Paid
inAdvancB.
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
~:'fo
paper discontinued
until all arreara~es are paid, except at the option of
the publisher.

I:

Communications,

Etc.

GOOD
ADv·rcE.
[The following poem .was read at the
close of our school, and is sent for publication by request of a friend.]
Good advice-what
shall I give?
First of all-learn
how to live;
Remember God who gives you life,
And ever flee from sin and strife.
At school, at home, upon the street;
\,Vhere e'er you go, with whom you meet;
Let words of love and truth abound,
And no unkindness e'er be found.
The lessons here you learn each day
Will help you on life's coming way;
If well improved each moment here,
Your future life you need not fear.
Our action's are like pebbles thrown,
Or seeds which are in springtime sown;
The influence reaches far and near,
And in the future will appear.
In this life the,·e's much of sadness,
And there's much of joy and gladness,
Jf, as we on life's journey go,
We deeds and words of love bestow.
But soon we part and say farewell,
,-Vhen again to meet we cannot tell;
How short each term of school does seem,
And even life is but a dream.
And Death, whose cold and chilling hand
Oft comes and breaks a friendly band,
Is near us 110w, he'll soon be here,
But if prepared we need not fear.
l I e's taken many loved ohes near;
Fathers, mothers, sisters, dear;
And in that Higher School above
\Ve hope to m,et the ones we love.
\Ve'll strive while here on earth wl?' stay
To !ear" of Him who is the ,vay;
The s::hool of life will soon be past,
Then may we meet in heaven at last.

To te"cher, scholars, let me say:
Follow Him who is the Way;
The Golden Rule e'er ha,·e in view
.\.nd strive the true way to pursue.
ELLEC'fP. KIMBALL.
Bl'thel, :.1e., Feb. 188j.

rricc

THE LEADINGNEWSPAPER.

Largest Ilona rrn.e Circulationof
any paper in New:England.
ALL

'.l'HE

LAT.JEST

NEWS.

LOANS.
4 perce11t. 1 percent.

;~'.~<;;;1ie;'.·\~1fiio,~ttl~~:
lief, I 1.>egan to take
Ayer's
Sarsaparilla,
and, in a few u1onths,
wascur0d. - Snsan I,.
Cook. !1().1 Al uany st.,

Boston, l\1ass.
A~·er's Sarsaparilla
is superior
to any
blood puritier that r
ernr tried.
r ham
taken it for Scrofula.
Canker,
all(] SaltR.henm, arnl rf'ceiYetl
much lienefit from it.
lt is goo,\, also, for
a weak stomach. Millie Jane Peirce, S.
Bra,lford, ::IIass. "

:LIFELOANS,:
On any kind of security an<l good
promissory notes.
U. S. Government Bonds.
Foreign Redemption Bonds
sold on monthly payments.
Large
premiums for sn,all investors.
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
everywhere.
:..iberal inducements.
Address for full particulars,
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
42 Broadway,.New
York.

$l:

six: l>ottlf"s,

SU.

s~&JIJ~;JIJJ;;-rl~

Boot & Shoe Maker.

.A.competant

man for Oxt01·d County, to canvass

0
Over P. Hodge's hlru:ksmith shop. All
kinds of repairing.
Cnstom making to Best selling goods ever offered to agents. Terms
measure, from Thomas' celebrated calf to unrl Outfit free. Address
6tf
fiueRt l!'re1tch. Orders solicited.
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ORRIN" P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, Me.

1'

7,

THE
BOSTON
HERALD.

Aye
r's Sarsaparilla,

t1r-t

Thursday,
March
17,1887.

gi vcs strPn~1 h

uo,ly, and prna more rcnna,.
Humors, duces
neut result tl,an a11.v
mediuina I ever used
-E.
Haines, Nurth
Lin,lale, Ohio.
I ham used Ayer's
Sarsaparilla,
in my
family, for Scrofula,
and know, if it is
faithfully it will
Erysipelas,taken
thoroughly eradicate
this terrible disease.
-\V.F.
Fowler,J\f.D.,
Gree11ville, Tenn.
For forty years I
ha,·e snffere,l with
Erysipelas.
I hnvo
tried various remedte•
for
my
co111pla111t.
but
Canker,andfound no relief until
I commenced usma
Ayer's
Sarsapanlla
After taking ten t,.,t.
tles of this medicine I
am completely cured.
-.1\f.
C. Amesbury,
Rockport, Me.
Catarrh,
I have suffered, for
years, from Catarrh,
which was so se,·ere
that it destroyed my
appetite and weakened my system.

On

.ru1t"l'kLts"di>1J~
~f~'btJTs~11Ett

LOANSPro1u.isso

y Notes.

\VANTED-~otes
of well rated business men
for one month to twtlve months.
Amounts, $1 ,ooo
to $1,CXX),000. Strictly confidential and safe. Bonds
given, settlements made. Correspondents
wanted.

G. W. FOSTER, Banker,

6m36

40 Broadway,

New York.

FOR SALE
--BY--

BUCK.NAM'S

COLD"

"PURE

=F L OUR=======
--ALSO

BY-·-

-

I

=============~~

~·

WE TRUST
That our kind intentions will be duly appreciated,

OLD CUSTO

and our

ERS

·will remember that we are selling Groceries and Provision~
as low as anybody in town. Having lately put on a delivery
team, we shall be pleased to deliver goods anywhere in the
village 01· at Gilbertville to goo?~ responsible parties, on

DLnssoM
'
IORAIUGE

THIRTY

DAYS.

FEMALECOMPLAINTS

1

1Ve havn't any special bargains to offer at this time, but
you will find our stock of Groceries
& Provisions
complete, and Prices
lteasonable.
Give us a trial.

TH·s
~-PER
n

pire. Xor does our sympathy
arise from'
m~bo !onn(I o;any affinities on account of rdigious creeds'
l'"A
file at GEO. ).>.
.\ little girl "'ho boarded at the same or t.csts. A greater proportion of the Am-1 ~ewspaper Advertising
ip~~!
house, in \Yaf-.hington, ,\·ith Gen. Log-an, erican people are Prote,tants,
compa,-ed. St~eet),whereaclverNEW
YORK
tiS1ug C'Ontracts.inay
]._ a sincer~ 1nourner for hin1. and :--:iy~
with Catholic,. than ar~ the Protestants
l>e made for it in
• ■
···I le- \\"a, so good to children."

B~~~;:\1fo

All kinds Ji'"'armProduce taken iu exchange for goods.

THE

HOUSEKEEPER.

bake in layers.
For filling :-Twc, cups cuniar.v loss, including the expenses of the
--:::: sweet milk sweetened to taste, small lump investigation,
at $2.CXYJ. c\fter a negoli,1of butter, and three tablespoonfuls
corn tion which lasted the greater part of lwo
A COMMONPLACE
LIFE.
starch stirred smooth in a litlle milk; add days, the defendants finally consented to
the _yolks of egg, well beaten, cook till make a discOLtnt of$500. and to take seA commonplace lite, we say, and we sigh:
thick, stir to J1revent settling to bottom;
curity from the miller for $+25_. leaving
But why sbollld we »igh as "·e say?
put between layei·sas,$1,075for
the plaintiffto
pay. To lltis
The commonplace
sun in the common- flav6ras_vo11like;
place sky
jelly and frost the top. For small family,! the plaintiffa~sented,
and the matter was
Makes up the commonplace day.
I-.alf recipe is sufficient.
so compromised and settled.
AUNT NEt.L's \VinTE CAKE.-\Vhites
of
The moon and the stats are commonplace
things,
twelve eggs well beaten, two cups of sugar
flower that blooms, and the bird and one cup butter beat to a cream and add
that singB,
But sad were the world, and dark our lot, to sugar and butter, one cup sweet milk,
If flowers failed and. the sun shone not,
four cups flour, then the whites, and lastAnd Goel, who sees each separate soul,
ly four teaspoonfuls
baking powder.
I
Out of commonplace
lives makes his
think it !ietter to add baking powder the
beautiful whole.
last thin~ alwap, being sure to mix thoroughly.
The

HOUSEHOLD
HINTS.

BAKI1'G PowuER BrscuJT.-Sift
one
Anything mixed with water requires a quart of flour into bread pan, put. three
teaspoonfuls
baking
powder
(if
Royal
,two
hotter oven than anything mixed with
will suffice) and some salt, mix thoroughmilk.
into the flour
If nutmegs are good. when pricked with ly, rub a bit of shortening
and wet up with sweet milk (or water),
a pin oil will immediately ooze ot;t.
handle as soft a, possible, put quickly inTo clean furniture that is not varnished,
to very hot oven.
rub with a cloth wet with kerosene.
ONE Poi_:No C,\KE.-One
pound seedTo prevent mustard plastel' from blistering, mix with the white of an egg.
less raisins, one pound currants, one-half
pound citron, one-half pound almond~,one
To prevent flat-irons from scorching,
pound coffee sugar, three-fourths
pound
wipe th em on a clo th wet wi th kerosene. butter, one potind flour, two teaspoonfuls
Never put a pudding that is to be steam- cinnamon,
one teaspoonful
cloves, two
ed, into anything els/. than a dry mould. teaspoonfuls allspice, one teaEpoonful bake
Whenever you see your sauce boil from ing powder, vanilla to taste.
the side of the pan, you may know that
HICKORY NuT CAKEs.-One
egg, oneyour flour or corn starch is done.
half cup flour, one cup sugar, one cup nuts_
To keep kerosene lamps from smoking,
sliced fit.ie, drop on buttered tins two ipches
dip the wick in strong hot vinegar.
Dry apart.
it before putting it in the lamp.
GOLD/ CAKr;:.-One and one-h,alf cups
If troubled with wakefulness on retiring
sugar, one-half cup butter, one <;up sweet
to bed, eat three or four small onions;
milk, one teaspoonful
cream tartar, one
they will act as a gentle and soothing nar- tP.aspoonful soda, nutmeg, three cups flour,
cotic. Onions are also excellent to eat yolks of six eggs.
when one is much exposed to cold.

The plaintiff now claims this settkment
was obtained by duress, and that he is entitled to recover back t1:e money paid by
him on that ground.
In the opinion or
the court as already stated, the evidence
foils very far short of establishing
duress.
The plaintiff was at PO time arrested.
He
was not in express terms threatened
with
arrest.
It may be true, as contended by
his counsel, that he wottld be arrested if
he did not .settle; but no direct threats of
arrest were made.
But suppose such
threats had been made; suppose that, instead of leaving it to inference, he had
been told in so many words that if he did
not settle he would be prosecuted !Doth
civilly and criminally,-still
such threats,
under the circumstances
dis'closed in this
case, would not constitute
duress.
It is
not _duress for one who believes that he
has been wronged to threaten the wrongdoer with a civil suit. And if the wrong
includes a violation of the criminal law, it
is not duress to threaten him with a criminal prosecution.
It is not to be supposed
that a man smarting under the sense of
wrong and injury, such as the defendants
in this had suffered, will not use some such
threats.
It is not human nature to exercise such restraint.
It is unreasonable to
expect it, and the law does not require it.
The law regards it as the duty of every one
who knows of the commission of crime to
take measures to have the offender brought
to ju~tice; and it does not involve itself into the absurdity of making it unlawful for
one to express to the offe!1der an intention
of doing what the law makes it his duty to
do. There can be no doubt that the defendants believed, and had reason to believe, that they were sufferers by the
plaintiff's wrong.
By collusion with their
miller he took their corn or meal without
their knowledge or consent, and had not
accounted to them for it. He knew better
than they how much he had taken.
He
consented to pay them $1,075; and, in the
opinion of the court, the evidence fails to
disclose any legal or equitable ground for
his recovering it back. In support of this
conclusion :tis only 1\ecessary to refer to
two reeent decisions o~this court.
Motion sustained, verdict set aside, and
new trial granted.
PETERS, Ch. T.,VIRGIN, LIB RY, EMERY,
and HASKELL, j. J., concurred:
The case was called by J. A. Bucknam
& Co., for new trial at Jan'y term of S. J.
Court in Auburn.
But as the other verdiet was set aside because the evidence
"fell far short of establishing
dttress" the
counsel for Hilborn consented to be nonsuited which throws entire cost of the other trial and appeal tu law Court upon Hilborn.
DEcrsroN OF THE GRAND LODGE OF MAINE
OK THE HILBORN CORN CASE.
On (page
) of the proceedings of the
552
Grand Lodge of Maine, May, 1886 , reads

SILVER CAKE.-One and one-half cups
To exte,·minate bed bugs, dissolve alum sugar, one-half cup butter, one cup sweet
in water and apply to the bedstead with a milk, one-half teaspoonful
of soda, oae
feather.
Be careful not to touch the paint teaspoonful of cream tartar, whites of six
or varnish.
eggs b ea t en t o a f rot 11 an d t h ree cups flour.
If you wish to keep a sharp knife, don't
--••--- -put it in hot grease; stir your potatoes
ARRANlEMENT
Or ROOMS.
while frying, or turn meat with a fork or
an old case knife kept on purpose.
Give your apartments expression-char·when your coffee and teapots are badly acter.
Rooms which mean nothing are
stained inside, let them stand in a warm cheerless indeed.
Study light and shade,
oven a few hours, and the black will scale and the combination and arrangement
of
off as though it were a metal.
If the pots drapery, furniture
and pictures.
Allow
are simply tarnished,
you can burnish
nothing to look 1 olated, but let everything
them by washing them in strong soda wa- present an air of sociability.
Observe a
ter.
room immediately after a number of peoTo brown sugar for sauces or puddings,
ple have left it. and then, as you arrange
put the sugar in a perfectl_v dry saucepan.
the furniture, disturb as little as possible
If the pan is the least bit wet, the sugar the relative positions of chair, ottomans,
will burn, and you will lose your saucepan.
and sofas. Place two of three chairs in a
If you wish to paper painted walls, first conversational attitude in some cheery corclean with soda and hot ·water. Then ner, an ottoman within easy· distance ofa
brush over with a sizing made of two sofa, a chair near your stand of steroscopic views or engravings, and where a good
ounces of glue to a pail of hot water.
Use light will fall on the book which you may
th
0rd
th
cold. Put on
e paper in
e
inary reach from the table near. Make little
manner.
If th e paper is dark, use rye studies of effect which shall repay the
pa st e, as it is more adhesive.
more than usual observer, and clo not le~ve
Whiting
and ~mmonia are good for it possible for one to make the criticism
cleaning silverware; wash in hot suds and which applies to so many homes, even of
polish with chamois skin.
wealth and elegance-"fine
carpets, handZinc can be cleaned with lard or kero- some furniture, a few pictures, and elegant
sene, and if nothing else be put on it, it nothings-but
how dreary!"
The chillwill keep the new look a very long time. ing atmosphere is felt at once, and we cannot divest ourselves of the idea that we as follows:
"In case ofTyrian Lodge No.
To keep insects out of bird cages, tie up must maintain a stiff and severe demeanoi· 73, of Mechanic Falls, against Chas. L.
a little sulphur in a bag and suspend it in to accord wit! 1 the spirit of the place. Hilborn, in acquitting
the respondent
of
the cage. Red ants will never be found· Make your homes then, so easy and cheer- the charges preferred against him, from
in a closet or drawer, if a small bag of sulwhich an appeal io taken by two brethren
phur be kept constantly in these places:
ful th at, if we visit you, we may be joyous of'that Lodge, in which it is cla~med that
and unrestrained,
and not feel ourselves
certain erroneous
rulings were made by
To CLEAN MILDEWED L1NEN.-Dissolve
out of harmony with our surroundings.th e MaS t er, some of which were ewSt ained
two ounces chloride of lime in.two gallons Art Review.
of water.
Let it settle, and th'en pour off
==-======~
before your committee,
therefore:
REthe clean water.
Let the linen remain in
SOLVED:-That
the appeal be sustained,
this a few minutes, and then hang up in DECISIOU
OFTHELAWCOURTONCORNand that the verdict of 'not guilty' be set
the sun. It will also remove ink spots.
CASE.
aside and the case remanded to the Lodge
for a new trial."
To RENOVATE BLACK SrLK.-Take
a
It may be interesting
to our readers to
On (page 556) it reads as follows: "The
piece of carbonate of ammonia the size of know officially what has been the outcome Committee on Grievances and Appeal8 to
a walnut, add one gill of alcohol and one- of the celebrated corn case, between Chas. which the case ot Tyrian Lodge against
third as much water.
Sponge and press H. Hilborn and J. A. Buclrnam & Co.
Chas. L. Hilborn was re-committed,
rewhile drying.
\Ve give bel9w a rescript in tull from the ported the following resolution:
RESOLVA small dish of charcoal placed in your law court:
ED :-That
the appeal be sustained and the
meat larder, will keep the articles sweet
\VALTON J., delivered the opinion of the verdict of 'not guilty' be set aside, and
and wholesome almost as well as ice. court;
Bro. Chas. L. Hilborn be indefinitely susCharcoal is a great disinfectant.
OccaThe plaintiff claims that the defendants
pended from all the rights and benefits of
sionally used for cleaning the teeth, it will obtai11ed $1,075 fr0111him by duress; and l\'Iasonry."
sweeten the breath when nothing else will he has recovered a verdict for that amount
Which report was accepted, and the reswith interest.
do so.
olution adopted.-McFalls
Ledger.
The
only
question
we
find
it
necessary
Marks on tables caused bY \eaving hot
to consider is whether this verdict is not
dishes or plates upon them, will disappear
ENJOYLIFE.
·what a truly beautiful world we live in!
under the soothing influence of lamp-oil so clearly against the weight of evic!ence
as to make it the duty of the court to set Nature gives us grandeur of mountains,
well rubbed in with a soft cloth, finishing
glens and oceans, and thousands of means
with a little spirits of wine or eau-de-Co- it aside and grant a new trial.
\Ve think it is. In the opinion pf the of enjoyment.
i,Vj can desire no better
logne rubbed dry with another cloth.
when in perfect health; but how often do
When cooking eggs by breaking them court the evidence falls very fat short of the majority of people feel Iik.e giving it up
establishing duress.
disheartened,
discouraged and worn out
into hot water, never allow the water to
The case shows that the defendant had with disease, when there is no occ<tsion for
boil; it wastes them and destroys their lost large quantities
of meal from their this feeling, as every sufferer can easily
.
.
.
.
obtain satisfactory proof, that Green's A1tshape.
Have the water boiling hot, and
m,ll, and that, with the aid of a detective, gust Flower, will make them free from disset the pan on the back of the ,fove until
they had obtained such proof as satisfied, ease, as was born.
Dyspepsia and Liver
the eggs are cooked soft or hard as liked.
them that the plaintiff, in collusion with Complaint are the direct caus_es of Se~·~ntyMatti~g requires very little care except the miller had takeu lnuch if not the five per c_ent. ?f su~h maladies as B1lt'?us.'
. .
.
ness, Incl1gest10n, Sick IIeadacbe, Costiveto use a soft rather than a hard broom to whole of it.
The plarntiff did not deny ness, Nervous Prostration,
·Dizziness of
sweep it with, and if it gets stained or that he had taken a portion of the missing the Head, Palpitation
of the Heart, and
dirty, clean it with a cloth clipped in salt meal but denied that he had taken so large other distressing symptoms.
Three doses
'
j)f Autrust Flower will prove its wonderful
water, and wipe it dry with a soft towel.
a q\iantity as the defendants claimed to effect. Sample bottles, IO cents. Try it.
The salt preserves the color.
have lost. The defeiadants claimed that
eow 41
GOLDEN CREAM CAKE.-To
the whites by a comparison of the amount of meal reWvVhen
you wish to pay foi; any
of eight eggs well beaten, add two cups turned to them, after making a proper alc,r magazine,
write
to us
hugar and one-half cup butter l.ieaten to a lowance for shrinkage in grinding, it ap- newsparJer
and
we
will
let
y9u know how much
peared
that
in
three
years
and
a
half
they
cream, one cup sweet milk, four cups of
Address
TELhun- we can save for you.
flour, with five teaspoonfuls
of baking had lost not less than twenty-three
tf
powder added last, and well stirred in; dred bushels; and the_Yestimated their pe- EPHONE Office, Canton, Me.
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ChHdren ..

C11,Storiacures Colic, Constipation.
S(?ur Stomaeh, Diarrhcea, ErnctnLion,
.
K•~e~{;;:,is,
gives sleep, and promotes di·

"Castorta is so well adapted t,o children that
Irecommenditassuperiortoanyprcscription
!mown to me."
R. A. A:aCHER,nr.D.,

Ul So. OxfordSt., Brooklyn,N. Y.

Without injurious medication.
Co?.IP.wY,182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

TIDI: CE:iTAUR

,,_,f4iiMj

WMMSMMi,

P&SM

&&

FORIN111ERNAL
-AND-

EXTERNAL
USE.
Cures Diphtheria,
Croup, Asthma,
Bronchitis,
Neuralgio.,
Pneumonia.,
Rheumatism,
BleecWng at the
Lungs, Hoarseness,
Influenza,
Hacking Cough, Whooping·Cough,
Catarrh,
Cholera Morbus, Dysentery,
Chronic
Dicontaining
inforarrhrea,
Kidney
mation
of very
Troubles,
and
great "Value.
Everybody
.::;hould
Spinal
Diseases.
have
this book
We will send free,
and
those
who
postpaid,
to a 11
send
for it will
who
send
their
names,
an Ilh.tsever
after
thank
trated
Pamphlet
their lucky stars.
All who buy or order direct from us, and request
it, shall receive a certificate
that the money shall
be refunded
if not abundantly
satisfied.
Retail price, 35 cts.; 6 bottles,
$2.00.
Express
prepaid to
any part of the United States
or Canada.
I. S. JOHNSON
& CO., P.O. Box 2118, Boston, Mass.
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SPRINGGOODS.

ow
Stock
Just
Rec'd.
C B AT
0 D It Co.
BUCKFIELD.
,

m
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Lu~ns & l3ish<>p wishes to inform the public that they- are prepared to fnrni1<h
anything in their line_at Bosto11 prices, as they exc_ha11ges_ ii;oolls manufactnrecl _by
t,hemselves for goods Ill the Watch and Jewelry llue. winch enables them to g1ve
better prices than ever. Just cousider some of pnr prices.
We will sell \Vm. Ellery 11 jewelled key wintling Watches, 3-ounce silver ca>1e,
for $12.00.
Broadway •i jewelled in silver ca1<e,for $8.00-nickel
case $6.50. No.
7 Elo-in. 7 jmvels, i11 nickel ·case for $6.50, in silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elgin, i11 3ounte silver case for $12.00.
Rockford, Hampden,
and Illinois
Wateh Co.'s at
proportion:1tely
low prices.
Kuights of Labor Pins from 35 eents to $2.00.
We
also have a fine liue of Knives, Forks and Spoons at the following prices:
KNIVES-Rogers'
Plate Co .. $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'
Co., 3.50.
SPOONS-Tea,

Best, $4.00; 2d, $3.50. , Sheffield,
A 1, $6.00;

Wallace

$3.00 per (lozen;

Brothers',

Desert,

$2.00;

Standard

Standard
Silver Plate
'
$1.00 per pair; Table, $1.15 per pair.

Masonic. Odd Fellow, and all other emblems at low prices for cash.
full line of Chains, Charms, Bar pins, Pins nncl Drops, either in plate,
stone or solid gold.
.
Anything we do not have in stock we can furnish at short notice.

Fine

Silver

$-!.00;

We have
crape. jet,

Watch Repairing
in all its branches,also Sewing· lviachtne and
llfodels built at short notice, and all kinds small Jviachine
f!Vork_done in a workmanlike
mauner.

Lucas & Bishop,
Opposite the Depot,

Canton, Me.

W. F. PUTNAM,,
Dixfield,
Now

is the time

CH EAP
Good Buckets
All kinds
neatly

from

Work

of

DOORS,SASH,WINDOW& DOOP..
FRAMES
CLAZED
WINDOWS.
•

13 to 18 cts.

of Tin Job

Ma/ine.

Hanufacturer

to buy

All kit,ds moulded and plain finish.balnsterR, Newf'lls, Braeket~,&c. AlRo chamber.and dining-room fnrnitnre Chamber
Sets and Extension
Tables a specialty .
Jobbing clone promptly.

done

w.

E.

and promptly.

W. H. CONANT,

ALLEN,

TEACHER

Canton.

OF VOCAL MUSIC.

I have Peerless and Stanley organ which
I sell at reasonable prices; warranted for
five years. 'l'nose in want of an orcran or
piano. will do well to call on or adcl rcss
0
the above.
These organs are weH made
e:i:~:
action,brimant
on advert.Sing ,paoe when in Chicago, will find it on file at in every respect,quickin
in tone, and voiced so they are easy to
sing with.
'.rhey are second to none.
!,5.~~:!ti~i~:d::~.~~;

Holt's Block,

Canton.

ADVERTISERS
;~i~:=~:~:~
:~:i~
LORD
&THOMAS.

bird, that you could cover with the
Ev~rydar I.ire,
The marblesmith, at his morning task,
palm of your hand 1 •Here's your dollar,
Merrily glasses the bltr.e-veinedstone,
Joe. Have Bill Beers stuff and mount
With stout band, circling smooth. You ask:
them as soon as he can. I want to wear
"What will it be when it is done!"
them next week."
• 'A shaft for a young girl'J grave." Both
"You shan't have them!" cried Zaidee.
hands
Go back with a will to their sinewy play, "]\'[y poor little murdered darling! Oh,
And he sings like a bird, as he swaying anything-anything
but a fashionable
stands,
woman!"
A I ollicking slave of Love and May.
Louise, however, was waxing impa-[Andrew Hedelbroke in the Atlantic.
tient. With a rapid step forward, she
snatched the birds from Zaidee's hand
and gave them to J@c, who, vaulting
over the fence, vanished straightaway
"Is any one burl?" asked Mr. Creswick.
into
the copses; and with an exceedingly
'·Whathashappenecl?
Can Ibe ofme1"
He was strolling past C,mdytuft Cot- great cry, the po0r child sank on the
tage, as he often did. It was a habit garden seat, and gave way to sobs and
into which he had fallen of late, almost tears.
"Such sentimental nonsense I" murwithout auy ddinite knowledge or intention of his own, and if any one had mured Louise, turning scornfully away.
And then she fell to wonderin" how
told him th·tt Z 1idee Gray's fair, girlish
fnce had anything to do with it, he she should look in the new bonne~, and
would doubtless have been much sur- whether J\1r. Crcswick would think the
blue-and-gold decorations becoming to
prised.
But who is to trace the
"Oh, iL's only our Zay, in one of her her; anl iftempests," said Louise, calmly smooth- devious current of a pretty girl's meditaing back the winJ-ruflkd
gold of her tions, when once they wander into the
curls.
"She's as wild as the March regions of ifs and ands?
"Anything but a fashionable woman!"
wind itscl f."
Louise Gray was like a tall, white lily, Alured Creswick's heart echoed Zaidee
Grayis passionate words- "anythiuy but
so serene, so graceful and so beautiful.
Her soft locks lay against her brow a fashionable womani"
The little discussion had an auditor
likes waves of sunshine, her cyE1s were
blue and clear beneath their curved that they recked not of.
Was it strange that Mr. Creswick
lashes, her crimson lips looked as if they
never spoke aught but the sweetest of opened the latch of the lower garden
gate, and came to try and comfort poor
words.
Mr. Creswick looked at her as an little Zay in her tribulation?
"I have heard it all, Zaidee," said he.
artist might survey some peerless work
~•Do not fret, poor little lassie-it
can't
of art; but his heart never. warmed
But after this I shall never
toward her any more than if she were be helped.
want to see the burnished breasts and
lier own type in a. frozen marble.
glittering wings of heaven's poor little
It was Zaidee that he liked bestwild, impetuous Z·1idce, with the velvet. songste1s on a woman's head -gear. It is
hazel eye~, and the shifting roses in too much like a sacrifice. It makes one
think of the slaughter of the innocents."
her cheeks and the bright, disordered
Zaidec lifted those velvet-hazel eyes
hair-Zaidee,
who was always being
checked for something, au~ who was of hers to his face, full of inexplicable
treated more like a child than a woman, pleadings.
"I-I know it's dreadfully silly of me,"
althoughshe had passed the Rubicon of
she faltered; "but if I could only have
her eighteenth birthday.
"Oh!" said Mr. Crcswick.
put my little pets under the green
Nor did he thin.k the less of Zay to grass-"
'·You shall!" said Mr. Creswick.
discover that she was human, like the
"But-"
rest of womankind, and no passionless
"Don't look so troubled, Zaidceclay goddess.
''W<?n't you comcin,said Louise," with don't I say that you shall?'' rciterated
Crcswick;
carressing cordiality of manner.
"Oh," cried Znidce, "you are so good I
"Not to-day,'' said J\1:r.Creswick.
And he walked meditatively past the No one has comforted me as you have.
Every
one seemed to think it was so
lilac-hedged fence, with llis eyes cast
downward as if he were countino- the silly of me to care for birds. But they
yellow dandelions
that starred the were such beautiful, innocent little creatures, and they had been my pets."
grassy bank.
In the carmine glow of the sunset that
Louise bit her lip.
"Tiresome fellow !" she said to her- evenrng, Mr. Creswick brought Zaidee a
self. "I do wonder if he ever means to little paper box.
''Hero are yo~r darlings," he said. "I
come to the point? But he must mean
something, or he wouldn't keep coming bribed Beers, tho taxcrdcrmi5t, to let me
here. And he is rich and handsome, have them. He will substitute others in
there are
and mamma says that if I mean to settle their places-unfortunately
well, I mustn't wait till I am old and plenty of poor little sacrifices to the idle
folly of fashion's barbarous whim niled
faded, like J\Ii~s Patience Pernfield."
up there on his counter-and
Miss Gray"
So Louise entered the garden-gate,
settling the ribbon bows on her dress in (he did not say Louise, ZaiJce vaguely
a leisurely sort of way, and following noticed) "will be none the wiser."
"Oh, it is too good of you--so good
the ton~s of a bigh, excited voice, she
'•But how
strolled along the wide, cool hall to the ot you!" repeated Zaidec.
shrubberies at the back of the house.
Louise can wear those things on her bat!
"Oh, dear," said she, with a depre- Why, I would as soon go around like
cating motion of her hand, "what is it the cannibals that wf! read of, with
strings of human teeth around my neck,
now ? I do wish, Zaidee, you wouldn't
Should.
treat us to so many of these scenes l It's and scalps hung at my belt.
you think me very childish and silly,
too trying to the nerves !''
ZI1clee stood in the midst of the J\fr. Creswick," she added, with soft
flower-beds, relentlessly tramp:ing down eyes lifted imploringly to his face, "if I
verbenas, poppyheads and clove scented bury these poor little winged creatures,
clusters of pinks, with something held whose bright lifo is over now, in the
tenderly in her hands, while her spark- corner of my flower-garden?"
''Dear little Zaidec," he said, kindly,
ling, tear-drenched eyes and the vivid
"iu my eyes everything that you do is
scarlet of her checks betokened that
some extraordinary emotion had stirred right."
And so, together, they buried the two
her soul.
"1Vhat have you got ?" asked Louise, blue-birds and the tiny, gold-streaked
humming-bird.
While at J\Irs. l\faysharply.
"Bright bits of color--fcathers 1"
dew's "musical tea" every one was won"It's-it's
two beautiful bluebirds!"
dering where J\Ir. Creswick was-and
sobbed Zaidec;
"and my hummingJ\Iiss Louise Gray, most of all.
bird-the humming-bird I have fed and
''Zaidee," said Alured, as he sat on
coaxed ever since it was a wee bit of the crooked trunk of a tree, when the
velvet clown in its nest I"
miniature obsequies were over, "will
"Such a fuss about nothing I" said you answer urn o_nequcstionr'
.,
Joe, a tall lad of sixteen; "and Bill
''As many as you please, Mr. CresBeers is waiting to stuff ancl mount them wic k," said the girl, who was slowly
for me. I tolcl her, Lou, that you had sprinkling clover leaves on the tiny
said you'd give me a dollar if !'cl shoot mound, with her chin resting in her
the blues and trap the humming fellow;
hand.
11
but she won't believe me."
w·11at diu you mean, just now, when
"Oh, Louise!" ple,\ded Z1idee; "you you ask eel me if I should think you
didn't--you never could I''
childish in following the dictates of
"Such a fuss to make about nothing!"
your heart?"
repeated Louise, impatiently, stamping
••What do I mean?" she repeated.
her foot. "I must have birJs for my
"Yes.
"Do I seem so very old to
bonnet. Every one wears birds."
you?"
"People are cruel!" sobbed Zaidee"You, .M:r.Creswickt" Zaidee's color
"sav~ge I Oh, I do so hate fashion and wountecl like pink wavc·s to the roots of
-,.'ashionable doings I"
her hair. "Oh, no, no I"
"And as I can't a-!Iorcl to pay the
"I am eight and twenty," said he.
prices that the milliners ask," languidly
"And if the girl whom I love considers
added Louise, "as long as papa keeps my that to'l old, I am lost, indeeJ." •
allowance at such a niggnrdly point, I
"Do vou mean-Louise?"
she faltered
must jnst do the best I can. A!ter all,
"I m~an-Zaidec," he replied.
•
y~u silly Donna Quix?ta, what's a ~lue-1
In an 'instant he had folded her to his
bird or two?-or a m1se;·ablc hummmgheart.

A COSTLYBONNET.

"My little one, my pretty one, my
heart's queen." he whispered passionately.
"Oh," cried Zaidee, "I never could
have believed this. I have thought of it,
but-but
what have I done to deserva
this?"'
And theu Alured Creswick knew how
well she loved him, this shy, soft eyed,
impetuous young thing,
Louise Gray's new bonnet was exceedingly elegant and stylish,
"a perfect love of a thing," as all her young
lady friends said. But it )iad cost he
dear. It had cost her a lover. And he
loss had been bright eyed Zaidee's gain.
''For I think after this," said ]\'[r.
Creswick, "I never can see a bird's
bright wing or pretty drooping head on
a girl's bonnet without a thrill of distaste, of aversion, almost. Barbarism is
barbarism, whether fashion santions it
or not."---[Saturday
Night.

A Dog Lives Forty Days on Water.
At the last meeting of the French Society of Biology Dr. Laborde read an
interesting paper, which throws some
light on the complicated problem of inanition raised by the fast of Merlatti.
On this occasion, however, the problem
concerned dogs and not men. One dog,
weighing thirty-one pounds, condemned
to a complete fast, died on the twtintieth
day. Another of the same weight and
race, but which was allowed to drink
water, was still brisk and alive on the
twentieth day. The experiment was
continued up to forty days, and might
have been pushed longer, the dog being
in a fair state of health.
On the twentieth day the dog that died weighed only
four pounds; the other one weighed
nineteen pounds, and from that moment
it lost less iu comparison every day, till
on the fortieth day it wei,ghed fifteen
and one-fourth pounds.
During the
forty days it drank nearly eight pounds
of water, drinking less and less as the
iast continued.
As regards the question
of the resumption of nourishment, the
dog settled it by eating two pounds and
a half of soup and two pounds of meat
without any unpleasant consequences,
and it is now in first-class condition.
Tile Spanish Mackerel.
"Not one pe.rscn in ten who orders
Spanish IlljCkerel at the average restaurant ever lets it," said a Washington
Market fish dealer.
"Spanish maclcerel
are a good deal like Mocha coffee or
canvasback duck, because it's very hard
to get the genuine article and so easy to
fool customers. Some of the high-toned
restaumnts are not above serving a bonita
now and then when an order comes for
the Spanish mackerel, and I know tirnt
1n the cheaper restaurants striped bas~,
bonitas, wcal,fish, and sometimes even
the common mackerel are served for this
delicious fish. The fact is that it costs
almost as much to get the Spanish mackerel as it does trout, but there are comparatively few people who know one
when they get a bit of it in their mouth.
A half portion of genuine Spanish mackerel cannot be served at a profit for less
than seventy-five cents. Some of our
lovers of delicacies al ways select their
own mackerel, so as to be sure of it."[Ncw York Sun.
Removing Superfluous Hair.
To remove supedluous hair, procure a
piece of pumice-stone of a fine grain,
and not very porous. Prepare for use
by cutting the stone into a small square
wlth rounded edges.
Then rub it on a
hard stone or file until its whole surface
is quite smooth.
·when this is done,
rub gently with it the part where the
hair grows, at first once a day, previously clipping the pumice-stone in warm
w&ter. One minute dipping will generally suffice to remove the hair. If any
irration of the skin ensues, apply a Httlc
salad oil to the part.
The rubbings
may be made as often as is convenient,
care being taken not to scrape the skin
by too rough application.
This may
not prove a radical cure, but it will
keep the enemy at bay, aud prove less
troublesome and painful than plucking
out the h·1ir with tweczers.-[New
York
Dispatcl,. ---.--------

A t5cheme h Buy Louisiana.
Some one once asked John Jacob Astor about the largest sum of money he
ever made at any oue time in his life.
He said in reply: "The largest sum I
ever missed making wa, in refereuce to
the purchase of Louisana in connection
with DeWitt Clinton, Gouverne~r tfiorris, and others. We intended to purchase all of that province of the Emperor
Napoleon and the11 sell it to President
Jefferson at the same price, merely retaining the public domain, charging 2
1-2 per cent. commission on the purchase." It fell through, however, for
some triffl,ng cause or other. Hacl they
succccdcd 111r.Astor estimated that he
should have made about $30,000,000.
-[Dry Goods Chronicle.

DURINGTHE WAR.
How

Southerner3
Obtained
Reading
Matter.

Stirrin_e: Times That Developed an Interest in Books and Papers.

A stranger stepped into an Atlanta
news agency and said:
"I want a copy of each daily paper
published in the city."
The newsman handed out the Constitution and two evening papers.
"The last time I was here," remarked
the stranger, "you had eight dailies published here."
''When was that i" asked au astonished
bystander.
"In 1864," was the reply.
"I was under the impression," said a
Northern gentleman who hacl overheard
the cor.versation, "that yon Southerners
were hard up for reading matter during
the war."
"A big mistake," was the ready answer. "There was never more intellectual activity among our people, and our
prm ting p;resses were taxed to the utmost. The only difficulty was to get
enough white plpcr to print on and
enough wall paper to bind the books.
Why, sir, it would have astonished you
to have seen how our bookstores were
patronized."
''Yes, they sold off their old stocks, I
suppose," suggested the Northerner.
"I don't mean that.
On the contrary
the demand for Northern books ceased
when the war commenced.
People
bought the works of foreign writers; and
the Standard English authors had a
great run, but our home publications
were the most popular.
"Do you mean to say that the war developed a literature in the South?"
"No, but it was developing it. Of
course we had 1o borrow from other
couutrici"s. A Richmond house published Victor Iluo-o's 'Les Mis"erables '
in five volumes. The books had stiff
brown paper covers, and sold at two
dollars and a half apiece. There were
numerous strictly Southern books. We
hacl Pollard's 'Ilistory of the War,' 'The
Aide de Camp,' by J\!cCabe, 'Morgan
and His J\fcn,' by Mrs. :B'ord, 'Master
William Mitten,' by Judge Longstreet,
'Ciarimon:ie,' •The Sister in Law,' 'Ma.Caria,' and several other novels. The
poems and dramas have dropped out of
my memory. We had a flood of pamphlet~, some advocating the Confederate
cause, and others devoted to the currency and such matters. The military
publications were too numerous to mention. Something, to<>, was done in -the
educational line. I recollect a Confederate primer, a geography and a spelling
book. They would be rare curiosities
now. We had also more literary mag'.i.
zines and weeklies than we have now."
"And you say that during those stirring times people actually took an interest in literature I"
''Y cs, sir; they read more than they
do now. You see, we were founding a
nation. The intellectual pric1e of our
people was stimulated.
Every man was
at his best. We felt that, under the
new order of things, we had to depend
upon our own writers for our literature,
with, of course, such English, French
and German books as we cared to republish. At that time, you know, the
French seemed to be firmly established
in Mexico. I cannot make you understand tho satisfaction with which we
viewed this state of affairs. It was freely predicted that our relations with the
French would be intimate and cordial;
that their language would be generally
taught in onr schools, and that the best
French literature would be read by all
classes of our people."
''I don't say it disrespectfully,"
said
the gentleman from the North, "but
from the way you put it I think that you
people must have been crazy during the
war."
"I don't dispute that," replied the exConfederate,
"in fact I am rather inclined to agree with you. But, my
friend, if you will turn your attention to
the nation at large you will see that the
country has a bad case of insanity at the
present time. Note the growth of Socialism and anarchy, the evils masquerading in the guise of ieforms, the organi.;iation of class against class. Look at
the drift of things ancl you will agree
with me that madness rules the hour."
11 1 give it up," said the candid Northcrncr. "You r,re right, we arc all cranks."
"Speak for yourselves,,. muttered the
newsman, as his two customers left the
place.--[Atlanta Constitution.
-------A_scienti~t, after a. careful analysis of
the impressions macle upon the retina by
different clegr'es of light, concludes that
both white and black arc colors, and
both should have a proper place upon
the chromatic scale.
0

l

Creole Peculiarities.
\
We should not judge a people simply
by characteristics so appa1cnt that they
strike the most unobserving visitor, who
is amused or interested according to the
bent of his mind. What is the true
character of the Creole? He has his
faults-what
people are ianltless?-due
principally to those two great factor3,
race and climate.
The inherited Gallic vivacity, overheated by a tropical
sun, has endowed him with violent pas•
sions. H'l is quick to take offence and
slow to forget that the law, not tho individual, should avenge injuries.
The
duello wns a favorite institution
of his.
It is infrequent now, and we should rejoice in its disuse, but we cannot help admitting that while the "code of honor"
ruled in Louisiana
we did
not
hear of those assassinations and street
fights whose frequency 1n late years has
justified the charge
of lawlessness
against a too high-spirited people.
The
creole is just acquiring the American
goaheaditiveness, for the want of which
he has lost so much.
'!'his want was
injurious to himself, not to others.
He
was always capable of wonderful activity and endurance;
yet in questions of
interest in the pursuit of the "almighty
dollar" he was often distanced, for he
was very apt to shrug his shoulders
philosophically and repeat the favorit3
old saw he learned from his fathers:
"The game:is not worth the candle."
Even now he may not make great headway in the mad race for wealth.
He is
not lazy; he is an unambitious, easygoing, pleasure-loving creature, such
as a tropical climate often produces.[Magazine of American History.
Home Life in the Country.
Too many of our farmers' homes are
merely so in name. They are not homes
-only places to stay. Do not think we
are insinuating that you must rush right
off aud spend $1000 in buying new furniture, carpets and an organ.
Not at
all. One of the ''homeyest" places we
ever saw was one that was entirely innocent of any extravagance in that line.
Three hundred dollars would have covered the cost of all the furniture in the
house;
but
it
was
a place we
always enjoyed visiting.
The head of
the family was always jolly and ready
to take a hand in the game, and his nine
children, always hearty and full of fun,
did not care to be out in the evenings.
The girls did sewing and knitting as
they grew old enough, and the boys
were often found "making something;"
but no evening passed that some one did
not have something to read to the others
-an anecdote or a story--something
eiLher to amuse or instruct.
But the main secret of their happiness, if it was a secret, lay in the fact
that worrying and fretLing were banished.
One growler or fretter will
spoil a whole family. Fathers, mothers,
don't allow a fault-finding spirit to
spoil the pleasure of your family circle
Don't indulge in it yours el vcs.
Have
as cozy and comfortable a home as you
can afford, but don't mourn over what
you have not.
Rather rejoice in what
you have and be thankful.-[N
ational
Stockman.
His Own Detective.
A citizen who had had a wolf-robe
stolen from his cutter, came to police
headquarters the other clay in a towering
rage to make complaint, and when he
could not be positively assured that the
detectives would recover the robe he
exclaimed:
"'\Yell, I'll do my own detecting, and
I'll show you people a trick or two
worth knowing.
That night he brought his horse and
cutter down town, hitched the animal
on Randolph street, and before taking
up his position in a door-way he threw
the robe on the ground, as if it had
fallen from the horse. Scores of people passed without exhibiting any interest, but by ancl by along came a chap
who picked up the robe. The next moment an iron hand gripped his collar
and a horse-whip began to play around
his shoulders, and before he could explain matters he was a well licked man.
Then he identified hill}self as a bookkeeper in a respectable house on the
street, and explained that he was about
to place the robe in the cutter.
He said
he thought ~s feelings had been hurt
about $50 worth, but after much talk
and many apologies he settled the mat•
ter for $25.-[Detroit
Free Press.

A. Peculiat· lValk.
"Say, J\lr. Snoggs," said Tommy,
''what makes you walk diffi,rently from
other men?"
"Oh, I don't, Tommy.''
"Yes, you do. Pa says so, anyway."
"What dicl your father say about mei'
"He told sister Emeline this morning
that he had heard you were a very high
stenner."-fJudge.
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Notes.
THE FAit)l AND GARDEN,
Don't compel your horses to cat musty
chair
and
removed
tJ
the
hospital
for
Tl
It•
E1u:
Shella•
hay.
It
will
produce
fatal
lung
In certain Austrian coal mines wor'k is
The Dark Wag.ons
Frequently
crippled children."
If the egg shells are thin it is a sign trouble, and, in any event, heaves.
suspended in dangerous places during a.
Seen in New York Streets.·
"Do the hospitals keep the ambu- that lime is lacking in the food, or often,
:fall
of the barometer, experiments still in
Secretary Goodman, of the Missouri
lances and horses always in readiness, if this occurs in winter, that-i fowls can- Horticultural Society, says a good toad progress huving shown that the quantity
i3oma of the Odd Experi3nces of the
something after the manner of fire com- not get to the ground to fill their giz- is ,yorth $10 in a garden as an insect and intensity of explosive gases greatly
Doctors in Oharge,
panies?"
increase as the degree of atmospheric
zards with gravel necrled to digest food destroyer.
"Some hospitals have the drop har• properly. Leghorn hens and other P:r-_
pressure diminishes.
At a recent exhibition in England,
On the ambulance.
ness, others keep n hone always har- sistent layers gcncrnlly have very thm- where prizes were given fo, walking
For some time pa.st experiments have
Yes, on that black, spectrelike vehicle
nessed and others still keep to the
that dashes by with a speed only second slowe? way of harnessing up when ·the shellcd ·egg, despite all precautions in horses, the speed attained was over five been made in Germany with a composifeeding.
·111:any
losses
of
egga
while
untion of cork, sand, and lime moulded
miles an hour.
to that of a fire engine, there are inci- call comes in. I believe the New York
dents occurring that are amusing as well Hospital keeps a horse standing har- dergoing incubation occur from t~is
There is no use of a chick or hen into bricks for the construction of light
cause.
To
prevent
eggs
from
being
thmfew partition walls.
This, it is said, exas pathetic, and, from a moralist's stand- nessed night and day.
eludes sound better than brickwork, and
shelled it is better to give milk and having the gapes for 24 hours. A th
point, are also instructive.
"At Bellevue the call comes in by wheat middling.
drops of camphor and water down
e is also light and a goed non-conductor
mixed
rather
than
reProbably the major part of the human telephone.
The little crippled man who
throat is a sure cure.
of heat.
family, outside of the medical prof~s- stands in the office takes down the ca11, ly on fowls eating a suffi.cicncy of lime
Poultry should have a certain proporThe most extreme cold in North
sion, have associated naught but grun goes out on the steps and blows t~ree in any form. If egg shells are fed they
ideas with that black wagon and gallop• b!asts on a big whistle, and by the time should be pounded so fine that all ap- tion of salt in their food as well as uni- America has been observed in the intcrmals, as it is necessary to the promo- ior of Canada and the section known as
ing horse, and only connect them with the doctor is summoned and ready the pearance of the egg will be destroyed.
the British Possessions.
In Pembroke
death-bed scenes, with the shadow of ambulance is driving up to the door. More fowls learn to eat eggs from hav- tion of health and thrift.
ing nearly who'c shells thrown to them
Farm implements, wheu occasionally the mercury has been known to fall
n.he cemetery lurking in the background.
-[New York Herald.
to peck at then from any other cause.
brushed over with crude petroleum, will as low as 43 degrees, and at Fort ReliBut H doesn't always mean that somelast longer and be protected
from ance a temperature of 69 degrees has
body is bidding farewell to this earthly
Magpies and i{obber Birds.
PreTentlni;: Horaea from Wastlna-IIay.
changes of weather when exposed.
been observed .
life evei;J' time you hear the clang _ofthe
A stranger looking at the magpie in
We have a favorite family buggy
0 to be of benefit
bells and the rush of the wheels 11nd its cage in Lincoln Park,, Chicago, said
Mulchinnmust be a
A French commission, appoint:d to
h:>rse, says a letter to the Indiana Farmer, protcction.
catch a glimpse of the sombre cover to a "News" reporter:
It is not to entirely prevent inquire into the protection of buildin_gs
who, although very kind, gentle and the ground freezing, but to pre~ent from lightning, have reported to the mmovtr your shoulder i.s it rushes past.
"We have hundreds of them in New
Oh, no I It may mean an accident, or Mexico. They are on very excellent trusty, and possessing an extraordinary
sudden changes or freezing and thawm~. istcr of instr"uction that it is rndispcnsaa case of pneumonia or rheum_atism, or terms with the cattle. A flock is almost degree of good common horse sense,
The farmer who does not fen_cein his , hie for complete safety to have all iron
nevertheless has some minor faults, one stock when living along the !me 0 : a roofs, doors, pipes, sashes, etc., carefully
it may mea1(only a "drunk."
always to be seen in company with a herd.
But that latter is generally the most The magpies will alight on· a steer's back of which is wasting hay by pulling out railroad, not only runs the risk of losmg connected with the apparatus usually atserious in the surgeon's eyes, for he and go all over him, picking off insects. to'o much for a mouthful and dropping valuable animals, but endangers th c tached to public buildings as protections
knows it means strict 8urveillance on his He never molests the birds, except when some of it on the stable floor. We tried lives of iravellers.
ap:ainst electric clischargcs.
O
various plans to prevent this wasting
vart for the next twenty minutes.
For wet lands a goods mixture for
The interior of the bulb of an ineanthey poke their bills too close to his eye"One night," said a downtown phy- balls. The birds are very familiar and process, but none of them accomplished
pasturage would be red-top,
eight descent electric lamp is popularly supintended,
until we pounds; alsike, six pouni!s; meadow posed to be absolutely empty of air. But
sician "wherr I was on the Bellevue easily caught. In our country the mag- the desideratum
Hospital ambulance, there was a call pie is a great pet. He learns to talk, and studied out the following, to wit: fox tail, four pounds, and
rough- Dr. Fleming asserts that in a Swan lamp,
from the Fifty-ninth street station house. can speak in English as plainly as any- We took two pieces of heavy scant.ling stalked meadow, six pounds.
when exhausted to one-millionth of an
When we got up there I found it was body. He is far superior to th.e parrot four inches square and about four feet
An Ohio fruit -grower fays he fiud s atmosphere, there remains -some 400, 000,only a case of tremens. The man was as an imitator, and can easily be taught long, .and made a rectangular frame of raspberries not an expensive crop to 000 000 molecules of air. It would take
them by nailing a strong slat across raise, but that they require a great deal abo~t 120,000 years to count the number
tall and sallow, like a Mexic:1n. I had to say almost anything.
He will sustain
a great deal of trouble to keep him in his part of a conversation wita vigor. them both, near the ends, making each of vexatious and tedious labor.
He of molecules in that ''vacuum."
the ambulance.
He assured me there While hopping around seemingly_ too frame of the proper width to easily fit netted $126 from an acre of blackcaps in
While the bog-wood of Iceland prove~
the
inside
of
the
manger
for
hay.
were little white elephants hanging by busy to notice what is going on he will
one season.
the former extensive growths of large
This
frame
is
long
enough
for
their tails all around him. He described
often astonish a whole croud by breaking
Sheep require careful watching, for if trees, the present forests consist chiefly
their antics to me, and then be_;an t.o out with some sage and fitting remark, one end to be pushed under the feed they get into trouble of any sort, a~ get- of dwarfed birches, and trees fifteen or
box
of
the
right
hand
end
of
the
mancount them. It was a very cold, windy and when he is at loss for words he will
ting down in gullies or fas~ened m be- twenty feet in height are said to be rare.:
night, and the wind blew through the hold the attention of his auditors by his ger which serves to hold the frame in tween logs or fence rails, they become so The decrease of wood- land is not a re-·
proper
position,
on
the
hay,
when
th-:i
wagon in gusts. The man fought hard glib chatter and saucy mimicry of every
frightened or discouraged they succumb suit of climatic change or volcanic outSaid frame
to get out of the ambulance, and I final- noise he hears. We don't think he's manger is filled with hay,
at once and die.
burst, but has been brought about by
is
about
nine
inches
wide
between
the
ly had to f11stenhim down to the bot- worth keeping unless he can talk, and it
See that the cellars where vegetables the improvident destruction of trees by
side
pieces
;the
width
I
guessed
at,
and
tom to keep him quiet."
and fruits are stored are secure. Thou- the inhabitants themselves.
is rare to find a magpie that can't learn
find it answers the purpose very well,
"I remember one night in December,
how. These birds are great company in
sands of bushels of these va1uable food
The tortoise shell of commerce is de-.
beina
wide
cnouo-h
to
allow
the
horse
to
articles
are lost through neglect. The
it was bitterly cold, tmd three calls came the mountains, miles and miles away
pull ~mt enough hay for a mouthful, and cellar should not be very warm nor rived from the beaut-iful horny plates of
in at once from the Toombs. One was a from the busy world.
no more,
When :filling the manger should it be freczmg cold.
the hawk's-bill or imb:icated turtle,
case of tremens, one was an old man
''The American magpies are very much
with fresh hay, J stand the frame on
though from those animals only that
who had rheumatism and the other was
th eir own weigh
like their European cousins. There is a
Cows
need
light,
not
only
for
at least 160 pounds, as the plates
a woman who was suffering with pleuri- tradition in the far west that years ago a end next the feed box; letting it lean health and comfort, but because good are otherwise too thin. The great torthen,
when the
sy. It was storming hard outside, anil foreign ship arrived i,,t San Francisco ao-ainst the box;
butter cannot be made from the milk of toise-shell marts ore n~w Singapore and
the three were huddled in the wagon with a few magpies aboard. It is said :ancrer is filled I lay the frame down on cows kept in dark stables.
Air, light, Can ton; but it was consumed in ancient
shiverincr with cold.
There was only they were set free on reaching shore and the hay and pr;ss it down well in the clt:anliness and warmth are four essen- Rome in considerable quantities-even
manger on top of the hay. As the horse
one bla~ket, and that I wrapped around
made their way to the inte,ior.
Reachtials of a cow stable where cows arc kept the door-posts of the rich being inlaid
the woman, who was most in need. But in<>'the Mexican rann-es, they loonted eats out tho hay the frame sinks down,
O
for profit.
. with it, and the carapace used as a cradle
the old man groaned incessantly, for the th~re, and multiplied till they have be- keeping the hay in place and preventing
If your garden plot is selected rake it and a bath-tub for children and as a
the horse from pulling out too much and
jolts of the wagon made the rheumatism
come very numorous, and are now found
over as soon as the weather will permit shield for wardors.
creak in his joints.
His complttinin!,!' all along the Rocky mountain chain, wasting it. Any farmer can make such and burn up every vestige of grass and
-----~-a frame as this; all it requires is the side weeds, so as to destroy not only seeds,
aroused the woman's sympathy to the even far to the north.
A Bermuda Farmer.
pieces
and
slats,
a
saw,
a
hatchet
or
hicrhest pitch and she mao-nanimously
but insects. A.covering of straw, leaves
"vVe have another curious bird out in
Chatting with Mr. Allen the· other
offered him the blauket.
I ~bjected to the mining and grazing country. A hamµier, and a few fencing nails.
or stalk8, burning ovei the ground, will
evening, says a Bermuda correspondent
that, however, aud then she gave him small, grayish chap, as sly as a fox. He
be an adva,ntage.
11:Iakini: Good ~lllkers,
one corner of it. Between the three in is called the 'robber.'
Ten parts each of oats and coru, and of the Hartford Times, I made the reLeave a piece of
No matter what breed you have, says one part of oil-cake, ground together, mark that nothing would give me greatone ambulunce I had my hands full, meat or a biscuit ou the cabin table aud
and wasn't sorry when we rolled under he is ,ure to steal it. I have seen these o.writer in the Practical Farmer, some- make a good feed for horses. It will give er pleasure than to take a native Bermudian who had never left his home,
the archway into the hospital yard.
birds sit· on the window sill, while we thing further is necessary in order to a fine sleek coat, and will at the same
"I had a sad case in Pitt street one were eating our dinner, pluming them- reach the best success in raising good time make a horse very healthy. It will and set'him suddenly in the middle of
day in October. I remember the sun selves as if no one was near. Ilut as soon milkers. Good blood, whether Short- also render horses less liable to contract the Bowery in New York city. With
the elevated trains rushing over his head,
was shining ver~ brightly in the street as we turned our back on a piece of meat horn, Jersey, Devon, Ayrshire, grade or colds and diseases.
when I went, at noon, into a rear tene- it was taken, and the 'robber' was out of native, is not everything, but lies at the.,
The New England Farmer says that the half-dozen surface roads noisily
throuo-h the street, the endless
Something cannot come wheat is one of the best grains for poul- tinklino0
ment. We groped through the dark sight. This cunning bird will actually foundation.
Treatment in raising a try and, at present prices, one of the crowds of peo;Ie on both sides of the
halls to a room where there was a great pick the food off one's plute, and in such from nothing.
deal of excitement, and going in I found a mysterious way that one is puzzled to milker should be something different cheapest. ·where one grain is selected way, the sparkling and glittering shops
a little girl, four years old, who had been know what has become of it. We never from that in raising a beef animal or an for main dependence let it be good, sweet on either side, the electric lamps makterribly burned. The mother, a Hebrew kill the 'robber' birds. They are infinite- animal for labor. Begin as soon as the wheat; it gives growth and egg material inn- an artificial moonlight, the jam,
";o," stir, and bustle of that wonderful
woman, had gone out and locked her ly amusing and harmles,, but they aro calf is a day old; see that it has suffi- above any other grain.
tqoroughfare would certainly drive him
cient to eat and is kindly treated and
two little children in the room, when the most audacious thieves on earth."
The highest apple orchard in the
regularly attended to. Never pamper United States is reported to be at Hot i6sane on the spot.
the eldest of them caught her dress in
"No, it would not," said the consul,
or overfeed,· but give it good, generous Springs, Lake Tahoe, Cal. The trees
the fire and in a moment was enveloped
Value of Street Dirt.
"he wouldn't
This is said to be the with Yankee directness;
in flames. The neighbors rushed in and
"You will never have clean streets in food, to cause a regular, early and steady bear well.
couldn't surprise
Accustom it to be handled, o-rentest altitude· at which this fruit i& be moved a hair-you
the fire was finally put out, but the little America," said an Italian gentleman in growth.
him or make him astonished with the
one had inhaled ·the flame and could not the Colonnade Hotel yesterday, "as long but not to such an extent as to acquire :rown in this country, being over 6,200
great 'Panjandrum' himself. All Berpossibly live. She did not suffer much, as you thro,.,- away the dirt. In Italy objectioliable habits as a cow, but rather feet above the level of the sea.
Have you better horses on your farm mudians are nonchalant in the extreme.
apparently, and her parents could not the cleaning of the streets is sold to the to be fond of the presence of the keeper.
They take nothing with surprise! You
be brought to believe that she was in so highest bidder at public auction, ~nd Ki11dness helps to create a quiet disposi- now than you had this time last yead
would suppose they had traveled from
dano-erous a condition, and when, a few the man who gets the contract fairly tion so important in a dairy cow, and If not, why not? The way to improve
birth!''
hou;s after, she died in their arms they scrapes the streets to collect all the dirt this education must begin when the calf stock is to get rid of th3 inferior and
He said he took a farmer 35 years
ny habits acquired when i~troduce better blood.
If you are not
could not be c;onsoled. They lived in a he can. It is than taken to a factory, is young.
old to the states with him one time.
room about eight by fourteen feet square, where it is pressed iuto blocks, which are young are apt to cling to the cow when doing this you arc not likely to make
He anticipated great amusement at the
and there were fully twenty people then sold for fertilizing purposes. You grown. For a milker I would have t~e much head way in the right direction. • wonder and astonishment
the man
Some of the large mutton breeds of
crowded in there. The child lay on a Americans do not seem to know that heifer come in at two years old. She is
would express after seeing New York,
sheep,
such
as
the
Oxfords,
often
shear
then
old
enough
to
become
a
cow.
I
lounge and they crowded around till I your street dirt is valuable.
I think if
the railroads, and in fact the million
could scarcely get through to see her.
you would advertise you would find would not, as a rule, allow her to go from 13 to 20 po~mds of wool, and new things to astound him. But the
"There was another case of a child some smart man who would be glad to farrow, but milk her up to within II few this fact, with their ability to attain
man was absolutely stolid. He exthat I once had. It was in the middle take a ten years' contract to clean your weeks of calving, even if I did not very heavy weights, should be a strong
pressed n() surprise, wonder, or admirainducement
to
farmers
to
use
rams
of
of the afternoon that the call came. We streets for nothing.
obtain
but
little
at
a
milking.
A
cow
He would get very
tion at anything whatever, nnd seemed
thus trained will give more milk and be mutton breeds for crossing on the native
hurried up to forty-eighth street, near rich.-[Philadclphia
Call.
as calm and unconcerned as if at home,
more like1y to hold out long in milk if ewes.
second avenue. The r.~1sewas in the top
The Ohio Agric111tural College state until going out on an express train, he
her after care is judicious i,nd liberal, as
of a six story tenement.
It seems they
An Unnecessary Exhortation,
swept by a hug-c potato patch, when,
were building 11110thertenement just next
Such treatment tends as the results of experiments there ia
In his recently crec:-cd wing to it should be.
thrusting
his body half out of the
to form the habit
of giving milk soiling cattle that half the number of
door of equal height, and there w~s an "Locksley Hall," Tennyson exhorts:
window, and watching it as far as he
and, as we know, habit is a sort of acres will feed the same amount of
air shaft between the two building~.
• "Hope the best, but hold the
There were a lot of children playing on
human nature, Couple the heifer with stock and keep them in better condition could see, he sank back, overcome,
Present, fatal daughter of the past.."
into his seat, and remarked:
"That
the roof, and t~ey amused themselves by
This seems rather unnecessary.
If the an older brill--onc, two or three years if the product be cut and placed before
•
jumping across the air shaft.
Of cour~e fatal daughter of the past is like the older than she is is preferable to a yearl- them. Nevertheless soiling is not every• beats home I" ______
one of them fell and went the whole six fatal daughters of other people, she may inO'--and better stock is likely to come where profitable.
•
A.Happy Thought,
stories to the bottom of the basement. be counted upon to hang on to all the fr~m such. After the heifer has come
A writer in the National Stockmar.
A. man was looking at one of those
She struck on a pile of lumber and fell presents she can lay her hands on.in her feed should be regular and lib- says that be would rather have one acre stoves that, according to the ad vcrtiseon her shoulder in some way, so that her [Life.
eral. Good clover hay is the best of all, of oats put in before tirn middle of ment, "save half the fuel."
back was broken below the neck. They
but we all may not have this for stall March than two acres the last half oJ
He bought one, 1mid for it, gave his
A Du1!e Egg,
,, . ~eed; then we must make up for what is April. Ile has sown oats in Fe_bruary address, and left the shop.
carried her up again to the room, but
"Give me a dude egg, please, said lackmg ia some concentrated food, s_uch and had the land
frozen solid for
her mother was out, and it was nearly
In ti few moments he was back again.
j as oatmeal, shorts, oilmeal or the like, weeks after, and with the first warm "I say, you might as well make it
three hours before the amnulance was the boarder to the table girl.
"A. dude egg7 What is that?"
but great care and good judgment must weather they came up and made a murh two-theu
summoned and the child was taken
I shall save the wholo busiawav. She was paralyzed and la_yin th6
"A fresh onc."--]Boston Courier.
be used not to overfeed,
heavier crop than those sown later.
1J.ess."-[French Fun.
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lifted up to see, (and perhaps to be seen),
and the Italian boy with his tray of plaster
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figures on his head pointed with one hand
to a bust of the Kaiser, as much as to say
"See here, Mr. Emperor; don't you think
I deserve an especial smile for making it
my business to sell as many of these busts
as possible, and so help to pre1oerve your
•
memory among th ese people when you
are gone?"
One sees everywhere busts and photographs of the Emperor, and of all the royal family, and a favorite one represents
the Kaiser at the corner window, his hands

On Sunday morning at nine o'clock,
Moses Crafts, esq., of Au burr., passed
away after many tedious years of suffering
borne by him unflinchingly
not only on
the sick bed but also in active business life.
Mr. Crafts was about 54 years old.
An excess of animal food and a partial
closin_g of the pores of the skin, during
the wrnter months,_ caus~. the ~_ystem to
become filled "·1th 1mpunt1es.
fhese can
be removed and tlte blood purified and invi&"orated by taking Ayer's Sarsapari~la.
Price $1.
At noon SuQday the large building on
Pine street, Lewiston, erected for a ,kating rink, but lately refitted for an opera
house, collapsed under the weight of snow
on the roof. The building cost several
thiS'usand dollars.
It was owned bv \VilIiams, Burroughs & Ricker of Lynn~ Mass.
Dr. Wistar's Wild Cherry Balsam.This Balsamic compound has become a
home fixture.
Let all who suffer. and
have in vain attempted
to cure their
coughs, colds, bronchial
or pulmonary
complaints, make use of this unequaled
remedy.
It is stated that the body found in a barrel at the office of the Adams Express Co.'
in Boston, Thursday, was consigned to a
l\Iedical College in Brunswick, Me. The
medical examiner made an examination,
Friday, and finding that the woman's
death was due to natural causes and that
there was no sign of the deceased having
been murdered, released the pac!rnge and
it will be forwarded to its destination.

I

Thursday,
March
17,1887.
Frank J. Glover, Thursday, was appointed P0st maS t er at Hebron, Oxfo rd county,
vice Ed. S. Dunham, resigned.
-----•----·
Among measures passed to be enacted,

on the shoulders of his little six-years-old
great grandson, who has just raised his
at Augu st a, lately, we fi nd an act au th0 r- hand in the act of giving the military saizing th e Rumfo rd Falls, A nd over at1d lute to the crowd of people in the street.
Rangeley Lake Railway Co. to make a Apart from its historical value it is a Joyetraffic contract with or lease its road to the ly picture of Youth and Age, for the child
Grand Trunk Railway Co. of Canada, and
has a sweet. noble face, and the Kaiser is a
to issue bo nd s a nd mortgage its property
wonderfully fine looking man for one who
and franckise.
Also an act au th orizing celebrates his 90th birthday a month from
th e Rumfo rd Falls a nd Buckfield Railroad
to-morro,Y, i. e. March 22.
Company to lease its road, and providing
But the music has ceased, the guard ha;
for a lease of any road.
rassed by, the Kaiser has disappeared from
_

__

--•-►

--

-

The Portland Argus has the following
compliments for our Oxford Co. Senators
at Augusta:
P. B. Young of Oxford is deserving of
mention as having displayed commendable
independence in often breaking away from
the machine and voting with the Democrats in opposition to the many schemes
of public robbery.
Ile voted against the
increase of the judges' salary and stuck to
it. He has served on four different committees, and can display a record of consistency.
C. I-I. Gilbert, the colleague of Mr.
Young, sits beside him, and is socially a
pleasant ger-1tleman. He has b~n one of
the most active of the regular machine Re•
publicans, serving on railroads, interior
waters, claims, and printing.
Ile has generally been consistent in opposing labor
reform legislation and the reduction 0f appropriations, but he can be commended
as a thoroughly orthodox Republican.
tFrom

Our Re,gula_r Foreign

Correspondent.]

A FAMOUS
WINDOW.

the window and the crowd from the street,
and one sees only the ordinary passing to
and fro of every day life.

NEWSY

NOTES.

Mr. Beecher had an insurance of $100,- • Hon. Eben F. Pillsbury died at his residence at Melrose, Mass., Sunday night.
00<• on his life.
He had been in poor health for several
A paying gold mine is being operated years.
Mr. Pillsbury was until within a
at Abington, Mass.
•
few years, a resident of Augusta,
~laine,
and
was
regarded as one of the leading
Congressman Kinney's ~N. H.) seat will
lawyers
in
that
state.
He
at
one
time
ownprebably be contested.
ed and conducted the Maine Standard.
Ile
Peter Keene of North Adams, Mass.,has
was always a prominent man in democratbeen arrested for bigamy.
ic politics and during the last presidential
made many political addresses
Freeman Rowe and wife were killed by campaign
in Yarious parts of the country.
a train near Newark, Friday night.
The Knights of Labor of Rhode Island
will endeavor to re-elect State officers.
Mrs. Mary P. Pelion, sister of the late
Samuel J. Tilden, aged 78 years, died Saturday.

Wllen Ilab~~ ,.,Rs sir k, we ga:ve hor Castorla-,
When sho "'" a Child, sbe oried for Castori"',
When she hec:l.Ille Mias, she clung to l!ae.toria.,

At \Vest Derby, Vt., Saturday, George
Ila!! was killed at the paper mill by machinery.

Wheu she had Children, she gave them UMtoria,

Rmnf
or~Falls
&Bnckfiald
R.R.
GOING

GOING
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STAGE CONNECTIONS.
brt~ 1::J;n~;,'.~~\-;;~l~~:•with mail train,forJle.
AT BuCKFIELD.-Daily, with mail train, for
5
,;);;i"Z!,~;;tt:;~~~;r\ 1~:•.No. Buck-

~~1~'t~,t~~'.
AT CANTON.-Daily,

'~'i/

with ma.il train,

for East

ations:

$2,(X)();

town

etc., $r~500.
l-IEBRON.-Jvfod., S. P. Cushman;

for

high,yay~,

Clerk

ie;~\J ~!i1~~~~;:
~;~r:loN~ti/1:s:~!;fi:~~
~ ;~~~t;
charges,
1

0 ";~

1

0

miles,Byron 2_; miles,Ho\1g·hton's30 miles. Af-

21

1;::ri:~\~
1

1

so1:ri~!~:~:~!~~~~~:~
~:~s~rain, for and Treas., Z. L. Packard; Selecttnen,etc.
Canton Point, 1-4 miles,
•A. C. Tubbs, W. H. Allen, I-I. B. Stu rte-----___L_.L_-~-I'NCOLN~':.:T. _
vant; Supervisor, C,. E. Harding; Collector and Cons., H. A. Cushman.
Appropriations:
for highways, $2,000.
Peru, Feb. 23, 1 7.

Notice.

To TI0Jli5 Turner, Esq .. of Peru, :t Ju<;tice of the
Peace for the county of Oxford au<l State of Maine:
,\-h~rcas;
the org:tni'l..ation incorporated.
and
known as the "Pew owners of the Methodi~t ::Meet·
ing 1louse in P~rn,". has not during the past three
years or more, held its annual meeting, and whereas the Statutes for the State of 1'\Iaine, chapter 12,
section 34 1 prescribe the method to be pursued in
such cases;

JAv.-Mod .. B. II. Ridley; Clerk,]. H.
Merritt;
Treas., \V. \V. Leland; Selectmen, etc., R. Vaughan, T. H. Nash, C. M.
Thompson;
Com., A. D. Brown, H. Ranger, Geo. Stone; Collector, H. H. Allen.

WELD.-?lfod.,
~i;;i~~-~t:ne
J. S. Houghton;

Orlestus Phil ps; Clerk,
Treas., A. E. Houghton;
Selectmen,
etc., G. N. Coburn, R. b.
Dunning, R. E. Scammon;
Com., Anna
K. Sa.iborn, A. D. Russell, C. E. Proctor;
at said
El>en Newman; Truant Officer,
ms~~~;J.~~oafi?/!~~
~~~::~~~~tt~;~~~-havc occurred Collector,Newman.
Appropriations:
for
bv den.th or otherwise in the board of trustees of Eben
s[tid house.
highways,
$3,000; schools, $370; town
Third.-To
sec what action, if any, said pew hold.
ers will take to rcm::,del and improve said house in. charges, etc., $1,500.
Voted not to abolside.
Vote stood 42 to 43.
Four h.-To in;,f.ruct said board 0f trustees how ish liquor agency.

,~~\~~:e'i;;~~;tt

1

pr~;
h6i:;~i~~~c?i~f:1~;
ask_ and petition, that you isst!e your warrant
suC:11Statutes made and provided, to some
said petitioners, for a meeting to he held on
day of April next, at 2 o'clock P. ~I. at said
for the followin_g- purposes, to wit:
First.-To
choos:! :t moderator to preside

as b)'
one of
the 2d
house,

0
anti~fh~~-~~ n;i~l~ih~~ f~:~~f~e~~;~~~isa,ct} ~~y, they
will commit to said board of trustees, or a Commit·
tee in charge of said house.
Sixth.-To
see what action they will take to call
future meetings.

Yours Respectfully,

\VM,

1\f.

Geo. L. Atwood, aged 25, was killed by
a train in the Stonington
yard, Rhode IsBERLIN, Germany, Feb. 21, 1887.
Early Sunday morning,
a snow slide
As I came out of the University to-day, land, Saturday.
..
.
from Music Hall Block, Farmington,swept
a great crowd stood in the street gazing
E. R. Brenna~, assistant superintendent
down with it one of the chimneys from
I
The chimney eras-bed into
intently at the corner window of the great of J:,ndg~s. ~t Boston, has been removed' that building.
the drug store of A. \,V. Pottle adjoining,
stone house just opposite.
I knew this for mtoxicatwn.
At
Camden,
Mar.
13,
firedestroyed
taking
with
it
the
chimney of the latter
was the E_mperor's palace, so I took my
Knox's Hotel, and three children were ,,tore. Fortunately
no one was in the
place in the crowd to await what might burned to death.
store at the time. It was a sorry looking
happen.
It was now about 12 o'clock and
store, Sunday forenoon.
Two chimneys
Two men were killed and several others lay in its center, and bricks, mortar and
many of these people must have been
injured by an explosion of dynamite at broken
timbers were
indiscriminately
fitanding here half an hour already, but Highlands, Pa., on Thursday.
1'11ingled with spilled drugs, scattered botstill they waited another half hour before
The worst blizzard known in New Hamp-; ties and smashed counters ..
they were rewarded by a glimpse of the shire was the one repo1·ted the last week.,
"good, grey Kaiser \Vilhelm."
The drifts were very high and hard.
Active, Pu_shing
and Relia.ble.
Governor Ames of Mass .. sent a message
Nathan Re)'.nolds can always be relied
Every day at twelve o'clock this crowd
of people may be seen here, waiting until to the legislature, Thursday, calling atten-1 upon to carry rn_stock the pur_est and best
tion to defects in the present liquor Jaw. goods., and sus.ta1n the reputat10n of bemg
the guard is changed, when the Kaiser ap.
.
active, pushing and reliable, by recomA store-house belongrng to the mills at, 1 mending articles
with well e.,tablished
pears at this corner window, bows and
Frankl;n
Falls,
N.
H.,
was
crushed
b_v
I
merit and such as are popular.
Having
smiles.
snow, fhursday.
One man was badly: the agency for the celebrated Dr. King's
To-day, while waiting, I amused myself hurt.
I New Discovery for consumption, colds and
by watching tbe different specimens of huA bill giving municipal suffrage to wom- 1 cou~hs, will sell it oh a positiveguaran~ee.
manity presented before me, and what a en which had passed the New York Sen- It will surely cure any and every affect10n
fund of amnsement and speculation such ate, was defeated, \Vednesday. in the As-. of throat, lungs, or chest, and 111 order to
sembly.
.
prove our claim, we ask you to call and
, crowd affords!
Beside me stood two
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe's mind is get a Trial Bottle Free.
(i)
vorkmen in their torn and dirty clothing,

H. \V AKLER,
HAJ~J.,

\V". H. BENT.

Co~~~t~ ~~ ~~}~~d,

I

ss.
To VVm. II. Bent of Peru, (one of the petitioners).
Pur:,;u:mt to the foreg·oing ,;1.pplication, you are
hereby dirccte,l to notifv and warn the pew owners
of the meeting-house
mentioned in the foregoing

TuRNER.-Mod.,
Rufus Prince; Clerk,
C. B. Bailey; Treas., Geo. B. Bradford;
Selectmen, etc., ,Aubury Leavitt,
H. \V.
Copeland, A. H. Pratt; Supervisor, Dr.
JI. L. Irish; Constable, Frank D. ~!errill.
Appropriations:
for highways,
$3,500;
schools, $2,450; town charges, etc., $1,500.

E. L1vERMORE.-Mod.,
R. W. \Veld;
Clerk and Treas., C. II. Gibbs; Selectrrien,
etc., N. W. Brown, A. J. Dain, E. E. God0
1
1
:~~~;~~
~~~e~!~1~~ti~~h~
:.
ing: Com., C.H. Gibbs. Appropriations:
noon, for the purposes mentioned in said applica.
for highways, $1,400; schools, $864; town
tin.n, by posting a certified copy of this application
and warrant three weeks before the time of meet. charge,.s, etc., $500; contingent
expenses,
ing, on the bill board in the portico, nen,r the outer
door of said house, to wit: on or before tlie 5th d~LY $500; to he worked out on highways, $2,of March inst., ~nd in one other public place in said
000 ; Free High schools, $300.
;~:~,o~\~.i~_h{v~Y~~i;[
i~~~Yt~~::i~v~~~~e
RoxsuRv.-Mod.,
John Reed; Clerk, A.
the time of said meeting; and by publi5hin!{ said
copy of application and warrant three weeks sue
W. Robbins; Treas., H. F. Mclnnis,
Secessively, to wit: M1rch the 10th, 17th, 2,}th and
lectmen, etc., John Reed, A. W. Robbins,
31st inst., in The Canton TELEPHONE/'
a news.
paper printed at Canton, in said county; all of said Herbert Jenne; Supervisor,
B. A. Knapp;
notices to be published before the day ·of said meeting-.
Collector, S. M. Locke; Road Agt., A. A.
Given under my hand and seal at Peru, in said
Tenne.
Appropriations:
for
highways,
county, this, 1st d:-i_vof~Iarch, A. D. 1887.
r
llOLLIS
TGR.Nr:a,
Justice of the Peace.
$800; schools, $200; town charges, etc.,
Peru, 1\farch 2d, 1887.
$225.
I hereby certify thot the foregoing is a true copy
W1LTON.-Mod., D. G. Bean; Clerk, L.
of the original application and warrant.
Attest,
w,1. H. BENT,
P. Hiscock; Treas., G. H. Bass; SelectOne of the above applicants.
men, Gilbert Miller, Enoch Bridges, B.
\V. Brown; Com., B. \V. Brown, J. C.
The unders.igned having been restored Phillips; Collector, R. C. Fuller.
to health by simple means, after suffering
FRAKKLIN PLAX.-Mod. ,Chas. G. Irish;
Treas., L. C.
cl_ear and she is abl_e te att~ 11 d c_hurch evIn the discussion of the resolve for print- for several years with a severe lung affec- Clerk, Lewis C. Putnam;
lion., and that dread disease Comumption,
e1y Sunday.
She is not dyrng as has been i ng the report of the Board of Agriculture,
Putnam;
Assessors, Chas. 1-I.Farnum, G.
is anxious to make known to his fellow
reported.
I.Mr. Hersey of I-Iarp,well, made a humor- sufferers the means of cure. To those who F. Child, Chas. Bisbee; Supervisor, L. C.
It is sai? ~hat_Pastor Matthe)-" C. Julien' ous_ spee~h- He said:_ "I was in a neig_h- desire it, he will cheerfully send (free of Putnam.
Appropriations:
for schools,
of the Tnn1tanan
church, Ne;w Bedford, 1 bonng city a .short time ago, and while charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
Mass., will take Mr. Beecher's church in there went into a junk store where they which they will find a sure cure for Con· $127; repairs of road and bridges, $400;
Brooklyn.
kept paper rags collected from all parts of sumption,Asthma,Cata.rrh,
1
Bronchit'sand to defray Plantation expenses, $50. Voted
.
; the country; and there were hundreds and all throat and lung Mahdies. He hopes ooha\'e no printed reports.
Voted to tax
. Last year the vote on 'Noman s suffrage hundreds of those agricultural
reports.
all
sufferers
will
try
his
Remedy,
as it is clogs.
~n ~he Massach~setts I-~ouse showed a ma- They say that the printing of so man
of
invaluable.
Those desiring the prescripth
JOnty .°'.55 agarnst;
is year but 35 voted ! these reports is ·for the befiefit of agr1cul- tion, which will cost them nothing, and
oppositwn.
ture.
Gentlemen, It has got so that if they may prove a blessing, will please address,
At Frankfort, Pa., Sunday, four persons wan~ to put any sort of a kite through this REv. EDWARD A. WILSON, Williamsburg,
were badly injured in a horse car bv being I Legislature they put the'bob "agriculture"
King's County, New York.
ry5z
struck b_ya train at a Pennsylvania
Rail-I to it, and through it goes." [Great laughroad crossing.
ter.J

I

A'r~71~A~\~~
:~1,

~r~!

b~\~';:

11

'

TOCONSUmPTIVES.

I

alking earnestly about the election which
is going on all over Germany to-day,while
on the other side an aristocrat, buttoned
snugly in his fur overcoat, walked back
and forth to keep warm in this damp,
piercing air. As I turned a little, I saw
two students, lean and long-haired, and
beyond them an old market woman with
her basket of vegetables was pushing her
way in front of an elegantly dressed lady
with diamonds in her ears.
Here "all sorts and conditions of men"
meet. Yes 1 and almost all nations, for as
I looked around me I saw a Japanese near
by, two Greek students talking with a
Russia,1, two American
girls, a young
Italian street peddler, a Negro, and I heard
he cockney dialect from an "Henglish"
·oachman.
But I was. interrupted in my search for
the various nationalities by the throng of
boys and girls that came hurrying along,
ust let out of school, and ju~t as eager to
ee the Kaiser as if they had not been in
his crowd yesterday, and the day before,
nd ever: day since they have been allowd to go to school.
I notice a little fellow
huffiing aleng in wooden shoes, but his
yes were just as 'bright as those of the
uaiden near him who wore pretty fur-top)ed boots. When the children found they
vere in season and must wait, they began
n animated game of tag and so saved their
ime and kept warm.
The crowd constantly increased as the
ime of guard-mounting
approached
and
hous:rnds were standing in the broad
·qua!·e around the statue of Frederic the
Great when the sound of martial music
,as heard anC: the chilclren began to cry
'ErKommt!
ErKommt!"
(Heiscomng ! lie is coming!),
but it was not the
Emperor yet.
Mounted police cleared a
pa:;sage for the band which came playing
lively air, then came the standard bearer
•:ith the royal colors, followed by the
Juard.
As these men came opposite the
orner window the Kaiser appeared and
·mi led as he bowed to the people.
To-day
eing election tlay, the crowd was ,omevhat larger than usual and the Emperor
·emained longer, while hats and handker·hiefs were vigorously swung in the air
1 cheer on cheer arO$<:,
fh~ baby \\as

SOUTH.

Lvc, A, :M,-MXD
MAIL
Lvc,
Gilbertville,
l 9 oo
Cauton,
4 15 9 t5 Boston,

M'U'N'ICIP
AL EJJEC'l'IO'NS,

BYRON.-Mod., J.E. Shaw; Clerk, II.
H. Richard&; Treas., John Houghton;
Selectmen,
etc., Stephen Taylor, A. S.
Young,]. R. Mitchell; Supervisor,Stephen
Taylor; Collector, John Houghton.
Appropriationti: for highways, $800; schools,
$1,000.
PERu.-Mod.,
\Villiam S. \Valker; Selectmen, Dana \V. Goding, James \V.
Gowell, Thomas H. Burgess; Clerk, O.
C. Hopkins; Treas., Henry R. Robinson;
Collector and Constable, Wm. \,Voodsum;
Supervisor, Eugene E. Holman.
CARTIIAGE.-Yiocl.,
David
Francis;
Clerk, John F. Libby; Treas., W. W.
Goodwin; Selectmen. etc., E. P. Goodwin,
D. D. Berry, Clinton Lamb; Com., Mrs.
Olive Coburn and :Miss Abbie C. Mo1·se;
Collector, Luther Hutchmson.
Appropri-

TIME-TABLE.-In Effect .!fov, 11 '86,

!

I

Debility.

Nervous

. Frank M. Scott, cashier of_ the publishAnotherArt Craze.
A gentleman
having been- cured of
ing firm ~f Webster & Co., Ne_wYork, ·as· The latest art work among ladies is known as the Nervous Prostration.
Reminal Wt>akness,
arrested Saturday for en1bezzhng $20,238 "l◄"'rench Craze," for decorating china, glassware,
Premature
Decay,
and all the evil effects
fro1n the firm.
etc. It is something elttirdy new, and is both pro
and youthful follv.
fitable and fascinating.
It is very popular in New of early indiscretion
Of the legislatures
of 38 State;, 19 are Yo,:k_,Boston and other Easter~ cities. To ladies is anxious to make known to others the
republican and 19 are democratic.
There I :le~mnf to learn the A_rt,we will send an Hlegant simple mode of SELF CURE
To those
nd
who wish and
, will give
are 22 den1ocratic
Governors
and 16 repub~~:f~rpaa;1~t;{et,s;~::~ 1~~-c\~~:1~)bho~;fr;ine~le~f~:\~
lican Governors.
colored designs assorted in flowers, animals, sol. him their symptoms,
he will send (free)
,
.
diers, I.u1d.s9-pes etc., complete, with fnll instrucA man supposed to be James A. i'vfart1111 !ions, npon receipt of only $1.00. The plaque alone by return mail a ropy of the recipe so
sueeessfolly used in his case.
1
0
of Bos!_on. dropped dead on the t~·~in ~e-, j~1
ttl~i~no~t~:1~~~~n!ncc~~~~!dth;r~d~l~~~~
Address in confidence,
JAMES
W.
tween Springfield,
Mass., and Hat tfot cl, I of?ve other ladies interested in Art matters to PINKNEY, 42 Cedar St., N. Y.
ly52
Conn., Saturday.
I whom we can mail our new catalogue of ArtGo~ds,

LOOK,
LOOK!

I

1

t ~;4~~i~;

.

we will enclose extra and without charge, a beauti·

James G. Blame, Jr., has permanently
fol .30 inch, gold-tinted placque. Address, THE
severed his connection with the Pittsburg· I EMPIRE NEWS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
13t5
Times to accept a $2,<XJOposition in Wall
street,,New York.
According to newspaper announcements
the President and Mrs. Cleveland are to
be i_n just nin":t_r-four places at one time
dunng the coming summer.
,
A bill was reported in the lower branch
of the Pennsylvania
legislature,
Friday,
forbidding the use of coal oil, wood or coal
sto~·es in passenger cars.
A train \V!lS wrec½ed
in !llinois •. ~ridal,
three passengers bei_ng senou~ly, if _not tatally _hurt. T_he trai_n "'.as racmg wi th an-/
9 th ei on a paiallel tiack.
At an auction in Bridgewater,
Mass.,
Saturday, the floor gave way, tumbling
nearly 100 people into the cellar.
None
were killed, but many were injured.

S~cr~tary Bayard says there will. b~ no
l~esit~tJOn 1~ the part of the admmi st ratwn 1~ carrymg o~it the p~irpose of Congress 111 tht: fisheries retaliatory ac\.

°

Providence railroad, between Forest Hills
and Roslindale, at what is known as Bussey Park bridge.
The seven o'clock train
I from Dedham. consisting of seven cars
and a baggage car, under charge of Conductor Tilden. broke through the bridge.
The engine and three cars went over, but
0
11th
1
a ~-fs~!~c!hoef ~ ~~!!t.to
1 {~
la:;t car, whi~h was the sm~kcr, turned
completely over and struck on the top of
the others, all being crushed almost out
of shape.
The three cars that went over
were ~Isa C;nshed. The c:iuse ?f the accident 1s said to be the breakmg of the
bridge, but whether caused by the break1
1
~;1~i~~/ ;;.~1~ c:l~~ ~~c~Je~~a~1:~- in~it::::
that 4owere killed and 100 injured. Among
these are many women.
.
____ _

I

II
;.~:d
~~~~!
I
I

Touch with this compound the soft lily check,
And the bright glow will best its virtues speak.
~r1~~lr"~~~c~~ds 1~~:cl~~d~~!~~t~ ~~~~~ri~~a;~~~~
A. D. STE~fPEL,
6o Ann St., New York.
1y52

$100

A WEEK

?

Ladies or gentlemen desiring pleasant profitllble

1~!~:.

1

~;J~J~~~ic\t~}td

0~; 1~~

1

~~·us~t~~~a:~~~~:~~~:f~

•i:~~~~i,t';;~:
:~.~~~

<l/t~

0111
tt!\~o~v~~ke~~e
Fan~fi~!
3
wishing to prnctice economv
should for their own
benefit write for particulars. Used every day the
~r:~{°ucfr~: 1~;tfr~~~sc1~~~tt~~~:;:!tlt~;~:l~~
Free. Address DOMESTIC
M'•·'G Co., Marion, o.
___
2643_________
_

WANTED.

We are wanting a large fo1·ce of smart
and intelligent
men to travel and solicit
orders for Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &c.

lOOOCakos
-SOAPWhite Russian

To be Sold at Cost, at

Reynolds'

EVERYBODY
BUYS
IT
Oversee1~ Wanted.
A good. active. reliable man and woman
wanterl to take charge of and carry on the
town farm in Pern, f'or the year commencing April 6, 1887. Proposals will be receivPd by <>ither of the Selectmen
nntil
April l, 1887.
DA~A \V. GODING,
} Selectme~
.J,u.rns \V. GOWELL,
of
'1'. H. BURGESS,
Peru.
Pern, Mar. 12. 1887.
3tll

Salary
and
Expanses
toStart
on.- ·ro The

A passenger and a freight train 0~ the I
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Northern Pnci~c railwayco_llided at \Vheat- / THE .BEST SALv1,:in the world for Cuts, S. T. CANNON & CO.,
Augusta, Me.
la nd , _Dak., Satur~a_v. Fll"eman S~_yder Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
2 m9
wa~ killed a nd Engmeer R~an had his leg Sores,'fetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
broken.
1 Corns, and all Skin
Eruptions, and posi- Envelopes.
Ayer's llair Vigor stimtdates the hair tively cures Piles, or no pay required.
It
to a vio-orous
growth.
It contains all that! is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
In stock at the Telcpho11c Offic-c, which
0
can be supplie'd to make the hair beautiful or mone_v refunded.
Price 25 cents per will be t'nrnished all priute<l. at Lowest
and abunda_nt, re_moves dandruff, a11d ren- box. ~or _Sale By Nathan Reynolds, Drug- Price~.
Letter Hends, Note Heads. al1fl
de, s the ba1r flexible and glossy.
gist, Canton, Me.
l.)SI
all k111d~bnsrness RtatioMry.
Send now.

10,000,

\

D1~ug Stor~.

Only Five Cents.

Public.

-

The undersigned
\vishes to give notice
that Geo. B. Staples is buying· wood for
fuel and poplar wood on his own account
and has been since last fall, and not as
agent for the Denison Paper Mf~. Co.
DENISON PAPER MFG. CO.
By ADNA T. DENISON, Pres.
31114
J------1!1;1:h~~;io~~~

ob Pr1nt1ng

